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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS REGARDING THE INSTRUMENTS PRESENTED 

The Group Home Project got underway in 1966 and was scheduled to continue 
operations through October, 1969. During its first year numerous 
ins truments and forms .were developed by group home staff, chiefly for 
the purpose of project description.and evaluation. Other instruments 
were adapted from work done elsewhere relativ'e to children and/or 
delinquent adolescents. Most of these instruments were subsequently 
used throughout the life of the Project. Several of these have been 
brought together to form the present document. 

In one sense, this document serves as a report on certain technical 
features of the Projec t. Beyond this, and perhaps of greater importan,!.:::e 
in the long run, some of the instruments and forms in question may prove 
to be of value to given readers and researchers in connection with their 
own work. Within the Group Home Project itself, their areas of primary 
usefulness have related to: 

1) the task of selecting appropriate group home parents and 
of matching these individuals ,,,ith given types of delinquent 
youth who might later be placed within their gr~up home; 

2) the description - relative to group home parents and other 
trea.tment personnel as well - of attitudes and feelings 
(a) toward given youths, (b) toward specified aspects of 
g~oup home living, ~nd (c) regarding given ways of 

.. int~rac ting with youths; 

3) the roea~urement of changes-through-time with reference to 
the above attitmles, feelings, etc.; 

4) ~. variety of bas.eline-data items, togethe1" with documentaU£n
of-decisions, procedurltrl'I, 2nd ot]ler record-keeping matters. 

~--------------------------------------------------'---------------------------------------------1The following instruments have not been included in the present document, 
but can be found in the Group Home Project's First Year Progress Report 
(August, 1967): 
1) Staffing Guide For Initial Screening/Staffing Of Potential Group Homla 

Parents. 
2) Ward Intake Staffing Guide. 
3) Group Home Management Instrument (detailed outline). 
The latter is an instrument which helps provide a systematic, detailed 
description of va~ious structural features of the home ,environment, of 
the mutual expectations which are present between parents and wards, ,and 
of actual approaches to group home living in general. 
(Footnote 1 is continued on next page .) 
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The many possible uses, together with the specific, pc)sitive 
contributions of the instruments and forms in question, will be seen 
i,n the Project's final and technical reports - c:url,"ently in writing 
sitages. The reports in question draw heavily upon information 
gathered by means of these several data collection devices. 

, 

Xntroduction To Specific Tests And Instl,"uments 

A. Paper And Pencil Questionnaires 

1. Characteristics Of Youngsters Questionnaire: This instrument 
is designed to elicit group home candidates' views and feelings 
as to which type of youths they (1) would prefer, and not 
prefer, to have living within their home, (2) would enjoy, and 
not enjoY!1 to do things with or spend time with, and (3) could 
probably help - that is~ make a positive difference to - as 
well as not help. In ,11, 28 differing characteristics of 
youths (personality t,;'aitSl t modes of interacting, etc.) are 
listed. The test-taker is asked to respond to each such item, 
separately, with regard to the above-mentioned dimensions of 
preference, enjoY.1Jlent and ability to help. 

Each of these 28 items are defined op~rationally in terms of 
examples which appear on the test form itself. Each such item, 
and all examples connected with it, were developed during the 
early 60's as part of the descriptive research which was being 
conducted by the present principal investigator with a po~ula
tion of 178 juvenile probationers in Southern California. 

(Footnote 1 continued from pre'vious page.) 
The following have been included in neither the present docum2nt nor 
in prior project reports: 

1) Youngsters Initial Interview Guide 
2) Youngsters Follow-up Interview Guide 
3) Parole Agents Follow-up Interview Guide 

Each such interview guide is available upon request to: 

The Community 'rreatment Project - Research Section 
3610 5th Avenue 
Sacramento, .california 95817 

lpalmer, T. Types Of Probation Officers And Types Of Youth On Probation: 
Their Views And Interactions. Youth Studies Center Proj~ct Report, 
University of Southern California. 1963. pp. 45-62; 245 ... 251. 
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With reference to this group of probationers, the 28 items, or 
characterhtics, were later sorted into eight relatively 
independent groupings or clusters of youth. l Correlations 
were later computed between each of these eight empirically
derived clusters, on the one hand, and each of the different 
I-level subtypes, on the other. It was largely on the basi,\'ll 
of these actual correlations that specific weights could be 
assigned to each of the present 28 items - differentially for 
each one of the delinquent subtypes which were represented 
within the present population of parolees. These weights 
formed the basis of the scoring key which is presented on 
pp. 25-40. Separate scores are computed for each of eight 
delinquent subtypes; and, various "cutoff" points are present~d 
in connection with each such score relative to the following 
question: How appropriate does it seem for the given respond
ent to be 'Working - in the capacity elf a group home pa,rent -
with each given subtype? 

Relative to the present Project, the Characteristics O£ Youngsters 
Questionnaire was first administered to individuals at the time 
that they were initially being considered for possible hiring as 
gro.up hc~ parents. It was given again approximately twelve 
months later to those indiViduals who had, in fact, been hired 
as group home parents and whose home had been established for 
that period of time. 

2. Foster Parent Preference Survey: This is a modification of the 
65 item questionnaire developed during the mid 60's by 
Dr. Carl Jesness. The Jesness questionnaire, known as the 
Staff Preference Survey, was developed essentially on an a priori 
basis, and was used in connection with a study of institution
ali~ed delinquents within the California Youth Authority.2 It 
was designed as an aid ill matching institutional staff (youth 
counselors and/or group supervisors) with given youths who were 
to be assigned to homogeneous living units - with the assignments 
in question being made primarily on the basis of each youth's 
I-level subtype. Compared to the method of scoring as,Bociated 
with this original questionnaire, the p~Q~ent (group home) system 

lThis 'sorting', or empirical grouping, was done using a method essentially 
the same as that ut.ilized by Tryon during the late 50's and early 60's 
(c£" "cluster analysis"). The intercorrelations among each of the eight 
youth-groupings in question were generally on the order of .10. 

2 Jesness, C.F. 'the Preston Typology Study: An Application Of A Treatment 
Typology To Delinquents. California Department of the Youth Authority 
and the National Institute of Mental Health. 1968. 
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of scoring has been entir~ly redone alollg lines which reflect 
(1) matching practices plus related inf()rmation and experien.ces 
within the COlll1lunity Treatment Pr'oject and (2) the differing 
prior experiences (personal and/or professional), and project 
expectations as well, which exist: in COtlnection with potential 
group home parents, on the one hlind, as compared with the above, 
institutional personnel on the other. ,A, scoring key is p'resented on 
pp. 55-63. Cutoff points are indicated relative to the question 
of each given respondent's appt'opriateness for working wHh each 
of six delinquent subtypes, respectively. 

The present group home Foster Pllrent Preference Survey sLleo 
contains a section which consists of brief, separate nal:rative 
descriptions of each of the above tdx subtypes. Without having 
knowledge as to which given description corresponds to which 1 
particular I-level subtype, the teRt-taker is asked to respond 
in terms of which among the given, described types of youth he 
(1) would prefer to have living within his home, (2) would 
enjoy doing things with or spending time with and (3) could 
probably help. Separate se.ts of responses are made with regard 
to each of these three di~~n6ions. In order to reflect the 
thinking and experiences of the Community Treatment Project, . 
the narrative descriptVons in question have been reworked from 
those which appeared in the original Jesness test. 2 

This questionnaire was usually given immediately after the above, 
Characteristics Of Youngsters Questionnaire - given, that is, 
rirst at point of possible hiring and then again approximately 
twelve months later. 

3. ~scriptions Of Treatment Personnel InventorY: This is a 52 item 
rating form. Its inmediate purpose is to help describe and 
evaluate (1) selected characteristics of personality and (2) types 
of professional orientation on the part of individual0 being rated. 
As with the instruments previously de8cribed~ this inventory was 
fira t: completed during the period of initial scra,e,ning; and it was 
completed once again a.pproximately twelve months later. 3 

lIn the form of 'first choice or preference', 'second choice or preference', 
'third choice or preference', etc. 

2The subtypes which correspond to each of the six descriptions which appear on 
pp. 50-53 are as follows: 'A' = Cfc; 'B' Q NXj ·C' - Cfm; 'D! a APi 
rE' • Hp; 'F' ... Nil. 

3This inventory was developed by the Project's principal inve,stig~tor in 
connection with research relating to parole agents within the Community 
Treatment Project. 
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In contrast to the previous inventories, test-responses 
(ratings) made in relation to the present inventory were ~~ 
made by the group home candidates, or parents, themselves. 
Instead, they were made by professional staff, essentially in 
terms of the following procedure: 

As part of the initia.l screening process, tht:! group home 
coordinator would conduct detailed, individual interviews with 
each given-candidate (potential group home mother and father). 
A few days after each such interview, the coordinator would 
rate each candidate~ individually, with regard to the 52 ite~l 
in question. During this same span of time, the group home 
research an~lyst would be carrying out an essentially identical 
process. That is, he, too, would be conducting separate, detailed 
interviews (see pp. 81-85), and would subsequently be making 
individual ratings with reference to the same candidates. The 
coordinator and research analyst would next get together with 
one another to discuss and resolve (separately with regard to 
each of the candidates) whatever differences there may have 
been between their respective, independent ratings. The product 
of this review and discussion - namely, the composite and recon
ciled set of ratings for the given candidate - would comprise 
the final data used for the purpose of assigning scores to each 
such candidate. Essentially the same procedure would be used 
relative to ratings which the professional staff again made at 
the 12-months point. However, in this latter case the ratings 
would be m&de primarily on the basis of the given staff's numerous 
observations of, as well as personal interactions with, the parents 
in q~estion. 

As to the 52 items themselves, these were selected from a larger 
pool of some 138 variables. Tne latter items, or variables, were 
developed as part of the earlier-mentioned investigation of a 
Southern California population of juvenile probationers. There, 
these items (grouped in the form of 23 separate scales) had been 
found to differentiate certain types of probation officers from 
one another. l When later applying these same items and scales 
to the population of parole agents (termed 'specialists') who 
had worked at the Community Treatment Project (CTP) , it was found 
that one could statistically distinguish each of five groups of 2 
CTP specialists from one another - those who had been matched with, 

lop.cit.,pp. 102-159; 252-267. 
2Based largely upon lengthy, non-directive depth interviews conducted 
separately by research and operations professional staff. 
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and assigned to work primarily with, eitherthe~, 2£!. 
MP plus Cfc, !!, or ~ subtypes, respectively. using the 
88~ general approach, it was possible to also distinguish 
each type of specialist from a group of 'regular parole agents' -
individuals who did not work at the Community Treatment Project, 
but who handled the same type of youths, and within the identi-
cal geographic area. 1 It seemed plausible that if given combina
tions of items could differentiate parole agents from one another 
along such lines, they might2 be able to contribute to the 
selection and matching of group home parents as well. Accordingly, 
the set of items which comprise the Descriptions Of Treatment 
Personnel Inventory (Form 1) were selected from the larger, 
o~iginal pool of l38variables and were then given a set of 
weights which seemed to best reflect the present, group home 
context. 

The 52 ratings in question result in each candidate's receiving 
five separate scores - those which are based upon the specific 
weights given to those items which tap the I2, Cfm, Mp plus Cfc, 
Na, and Nx dimensions, respectively. Cutoff point~ are provided 
with reference to the question of candidates' appropriateness 
or inappropriateness for working - in the capacity of a group 
home parent - with each such subtype or (with reference to Mp/Cfc 
youths) combination of subtypes. 3 

B. Interview Schedules 

Relative to the Project's research protocol, both the pre-hiring 
interview and the follow-up interview with group home pSlrents were 
officially conducted by the research analyst. Their purpose was to 
obtain a rather comprehensive picture of the frame of reference, 
long-term motivations and major personality characteristics of the 
individuals in question. Each such interview was conducted on a 
one-to-one basis between the researcher and the given candidate or 
parent. In order to obtain optimal response and information relative 
to the type of questions which were asked, the interviewer attempted 
to create a relaxed, moderately informal atmosphere. 

lpal~2~' T. Personality Characteristics And Professional Orientations 
Of Five Groups Of Community Treatment Project Workers: A Preliminary 
Report On Differences Among Treaters. Community Treatment Project 
Report Series: 1967, No.1. 

2Ufi 'lng a somewhat different set of item-weights, in addition to a rather 
different set of cutoff points. 

3A scoring key has not been included within the present document. With 
reference to the inventory in question, technical information relative 
to the details and mechanics of scoring and interpretation may be 
obtained by writing to the Project Office. 
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The pre-hiring interview constituted the subject matter of some of 
the very first contacts between group home professional staff and 
prospective group home parents. In particular, it allowed research 
staff to take what was generally its Hrst careful 'look' at the 
candidates in question. The group home coordinator also asked each 
candidate several questions which form part of the pre-hiring 
interview schedule. The follow-up interview was conducted at an 
interval which ranged from approximately twelve to eighteen months 
in the case of the various group homes - with the average interval 

,being approximately sixteen months. 

noth schedules were developed by group home staff in connection with 
the present Project. Relative to the actual content of the schedules 
in 'question, introductory remarks would serve very l'ittle purpose. 
Upon reviewing the schedules for himself, the reader vill note the 
wide range of subject matter which is covered, in addition to. the 
depth of r~sponse for which provision has been made. While of a 
confidential nature, the researcher's interviews with the candidates 
and parents were in all instances tape-recorded for the purpose of 
later review or detailed evaluation. l 

C. bescriptive And Evaluative Instruments 

1 

1. Parental Attitude Re~earch Instrument (PARI): This instrument 
was administered separately to each group home mother and group 
home father after their home had been in operation for approxi
mately twelve months. Except for certain rather minor substitu
tions (e.g., use of the word "youngster" instead of "child"),2 
the Project utilized the item .. structure of the original PARI 
developed by E. S. Schaefer and R. Q. Bell. 3 However, instead 

Despite its frequent newness to many group home candidates, , the tape 
recorde~ seemed to pose little problem relative to the pre-hiring 
intervi.ew. By the time of the follow-up interview, group home parents 
were it'll any event rather fully accustomed to being recorded. 

2 . The remaining substitutions related to particular words used in the basic, 
four-point rating scale: 

1: "strongly agree" ~ remained unchanged; 
2: "mUdly agree" - was modified to read "agree more than disagree"; 
3: "r,.tildly disagree" - was modified to read "disagree more than agree"; 
4: "strongly disagree" - remained unchanged. 

3Schaefer, Earl S. and Bell, Richard Q. Development Of A Parental Attitude 
Research Instrument. Child Development, 339-361, 29, No.3. Sept., 1958. 
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of the original 115 items, a total of 60 items were used in 
all. Item-selection took place along the following lines: 

Schaefer and Bell had singled-out some 23 separate scales 
(five items per scale) in connection with their 115 item form. 
They also indicated the factor loadings of each such scale 
relative to each of three major factors: I - Approval of 
Maternal Control of the Child; II - Approval of Expression E! 
Hostility; III - Approval of Positive Attitudes Toward Chil~ 
Rearing. Given this information, group home staff then selected 
a number of scales - each of which (1) seemed different fr01l\ 
the remaining scales at the level of item-content, and (2) had 
been found to have a high factor loading on some 2n! of the 
three major factors, but on neither of the remaining two. 
Individually as well as collectively, these groups of 
'representative scales' (see below) thus appeared rather 
independent of one another relative to the major factors in 
question. 

The following scales l were chosen to represent factor I 
(1.) Foste:dng Dependency; (2) Intrusiveness; (3) Ascendancy of 
Mother; (4) App~oval of Activity. Their loadings on factor I 
were .51, .73, .64, and .50, resp2ctively.2 The following scales 
were chosen to represent factor II: (1) Strictness; (2) RejectioQ 
of the Homemaking Role; (3) Marital Conflict; (4) Irritability. 
The loadings of these scales on factor II were .5Q, .62, .57, 
and .76, respectively.3 The following scales were chosen to 
represent factor III: (1) Encouraging Ve~balization; 
(2) Equalitarianism; (3) Comradeship and Sharing. Their loadings 
on factor III were .41, .57, and .46 respectively.4 

lIn all instances, the original five it.aL'llS were utilized in connection 
with eazh such scale. 

2Their mean loading on factor II was .12. Their mean loading on factor III 
was -.12. 

:3Their mean loading on factor I was • 08. Their mean loading on factor II 
was • 00. 

4Their mean loading on factor I was .16. Their mean loading on factor II 
was -.09. 
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In view of the definite role played by group horne fathers 
within the present Project, five items were added to parallel 
those which comprised the Ascendancy of Mother scale. These 
items - collectively referred to as the Ascendancy of Father 
scale - brought the number of scales to 12 in all. l 

2. ~portance Questionnaire: This 213 item inventory, developed 
by group home staff, represents a major modification and 
expansion of a 'values checklist' which was utilized by Larson 
during the early 60's as part of a study of underachieving, 
overachieving, and overly aggressive high school youths. 2 

Within the context of the Group Home Project, the Importance 
Questionnaire was first administered right at the time a given 
home had been established and its first youngsters were being 
placed. The questionnaire was repeated approximately nine or 
ten months later. In both instances, it;: was given to each 
parent on an individual basis. The respondent was instructed 
to answer each item in terms of a five-point rating scale which 
has as its reference the fo11owinp; general question: "How 
important or unimportant is it to you that ••• ?" Thus, a typical 
question would be: "How important or unimportant is it to you 
t.hat youngsters in your home do not t.a1k back to you when they 
are told to do something?" 

The Importance Questionnaire is divided into eight sub-sections. 
These relate to the group home parent's general views and feelings 
about 'youths placed within the home'. This has reference to 
the following areas, issues, and/or concerns: 

Relative to th<:!! 60 item, group home adaptation of the PARI which appears on 
pp. 90-96, the item numbers corresponding to each of the 12 scales are 
as follows (item numbers which correspond to the format used on the 
original PARI are also shown - within parentheses): 

Scale 1fol - Approvlll of Activity: 1(15),13(38),25(61),37(84),49(107). 
Scale #2 - Strictness: 2(8), 14(31), 26(54)~ 38(77), 50(100) • 
Scale #3 - Intrusiveness: 3(20), 15(43), 27(66), 39(89), 51(112) • 
Scale #4 Comradeship and Sharing: 4(21), 16(44), 28(67), 40(90)~ 52(113). 
Scale #5 - Ascendancy of ~other: 5(19), 17(42), 29(65), 41(88), 53(111). 
Scale #6 - Marital Conflict: 6(7), 18(30), 30(53), 42(76), 54(99). 
Scale #7 - Encouraging Verbalization: 7(1), 19(24), 31(47), 43(70), 55(93). 
Scale #8 - Rejection of the Homemaking Role: 8(13), 20(36), 32(59), 44(82), 56(105). 
Scale #9 - Fostering Dependency: 9(2), 21(25), 33(48), 45(71), 57(94). 
Scale #10 - Ascendancy of Father: 10('19a'),22('42a l ),34('65a'),46('88a'),58('111a'). 
Scale #11 - Equalitarianism: 11(14), 23(37), 35(60), 47(83), 59(106). 
Scale #12 - Irritability: 12(9), 24(32), 36(55), 48(78), 60(101). 

2 . 
Larson, William R. The Family Relations Project. Youth Studies Center, 
University of Southern California. 1962. 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

A collection of sub-factors which includes: drinking; 
smoking; fighting; delinquent associations; preparing 
for the future; 'success' and/or personal achievement; 
standing-up for one's rights; taking unfair advantage 
of others; etc. 

A constellation of sub-factors which relate directly 
to group home living, and which includes: following 
group home rules; letting others know where one plans 
to be, and what in general one might plan to be doing; 
chores; caring for personal possessions and group home 
furniture or equipment; etc. 

Getting along with others within the home; manner of 
ex.pressing feelings, emotions and opinions;l etc. 

Mode of participation in group home life - sharing in 
the interests or activities of others; etc. 

Employment. 

Type and amount of participation in recreational 
activities and social events outside of the gtOUP home. 

Grade or high school; school attendance and conformity 
to school expectations and regulations; education or 
training subsequent to high school. 

Laws and rules beyond the contexts of group home and 
school. 

No specific scoring system has been developed to date, whether 
for the Importance Questionnaire as a whole or for any of its 
eight sub-sections. The inventory has instead been utilized at 
the level of item-analyses - to detect, for example, specific 
areas in which group home parents might have markedl.y shifted 
their attitudes during the nine or ten months' intelcval from 
first to second testing. Individual shifts, as well as patterns 
of shift can help clarify as well as further documM!nt a number 
of major developments - and specific events as well - which might 
have been observed within a particular home during the given 
interval of time. The inventory can also be useful in detecting 
rather specific areas in which differences of opinion exist 
between any given ~et of group home parents, at any particular 
point in time. Finally, item-analyses can help pinpoint those 

1Includes items which refer to expressions of feeling, emotion and 
opinion on the part of the group hon~ parent as well. 
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areas in which substantial differences exist across different 
types of group homes - this, in addition to supplying a form of 
verification as to a variety of similarities which may be 
present as well. l 

Youngs ter Behavio=r Inve~,toI1: The Youngs tel' Behavior Inventory 
(YBI) for group home parents consists of 85 questions. It 
provides a basis for assessing the behavioral adjustment of 
youths placed within the home, as perceived by each individual 
parent. (A similar, but somewhat shorter form of the YB,I is 

.> 
,,.. _."' ... , .... ,.~ ... .J!!r ...... ___ "_ 

also completed by each youth's parole agent - in thio case with 
reference to those areas in which the agent has been able to 
observe the gi,ven youth.) The YBI represents a majrlt' adaptation 
of a far lengthier "Classroom Behavior Inventory" which was being 
developed by Schaefer, et a1., during the mid-60's and which was 
useq with reference to ratings made primarily by grade school 
teachers. 2 

The areas, or factors, relative to which the youth's adjustment 
is rated on the YBt are as follows (areas 11' through '4' -
containing 24 items in all - are grouped together under the 
broader concept of 'Indic~s of Acceptable. Effective or Constructive 
!\.dJustment l

; areas '51 through '13' - containing 61 items in all -
are grouped under 'Indices of Disturbanc'e ') : 
(1) Thoughtfulness for Others. (2) Participation with Others. 
(3) Conscientiousness - Consistency. (4) Self-confidence - Enjoyment. 
(5) Lack of Environmental Awareness, or Gross Disorientation. 
(6) Manifest Anxiety. (7) Over-aggressivity - Intimidation. 
(8) Over-sensitivity - Distrustfulness. (9) Over-competitiveness 

(and Gross Attention-seeking). (10) Resistance - Opposition 
to Procedures, Activities or Controls. (11) Over-dependency -
Submissiveness - Feelings of Inferiority. (12) Withdrawal -
Depression - Non-involvement. (13) Other Lack of Self
confidence, ·of Over-defensiveness or Inflexibility. 3 

lIrrespective of the particular point in time. 
2 Schaefer, Earl S., Aaronson, May R. and Burgoon, Betty R. A Classroom 
3Behavior Inventory. Unpublished report, Laboratory of Psychology, NIMH. 1965. 
Together with their respective titles, these several scales are generally 
quite different than those associated with the original Classroom Behavior 
Inventory •. 'The items which comprise each of these 13 scales are as follows: 
Part I 
Scale 11 1: 
Scale 11 2: 
Scale 11 3: 
Scale :IF 4: 
(Footnote 3 

3, 4, 5, 8, 12, 13. 
2, 6,. 7, 9, 10, 11, 14. 

15, 16, 17, 18, 22. 
1, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24. 

is continued on next page.) 
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The group home YBI was administered at intervals of approximately 
nine weeks. It was given indivi.dually to each group home parent; 
and it was _ at that given point in time - always responded to 
separately with reference to each youthl who had resided'within 
the home during the immediately preceding nine-weeks int~rval. 
Using a five-point scale, each parent was a.sked to choose the 
response which best described the given youngster - that is, 
best described the degree to which each statement (see 'illustrative 
items') either did or did not apply to him. Illustrative items 
would include: "Gives others an opportunity to express their 
point of view" i. "Rewlins angry for a long time after a little 
quarrel Ii; etc. ' 

Group home parents, and parole agents as well, typically found 
this inventory to be both meaningful and relatively easy to 
complete from th~ standpoint of their observations of the given 
youths in question. The YBI can be scored and analyzed separately 
at each of three levels: individual scales; Part I as a whole 
(Scales 1 _ 4, collectively) and, also, Part II as a whole 
(Scales 5 _ 13, collectively); Part I plus Part II, combined. 
In the case of any given scale, "scores" call simply be the sum 

(Footnote 3 continued from page 11): 
(The item-numbering system which appears in Part II is 

Part II independent of that which was used in Part I. That is, 

no given item was used on more than a single scale.) 

SCll-le :(1 5: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

Scale fI: 6: 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. 

Scale 4F 7 : 11, 12, 13 ,. 14, 15, 16, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30. 

Scale iF 8: 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 ~ 23, 24, 35, 37. 

Scale :fF 9: 29, 31, 32. 33, 34, 41. ' 

Scale iF 10 : 40, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48. 

Scale :fF 11: 49, 50, 51, 52, 54, 55. 

scale 4F 12: 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61. 

Scale iF 13: 36, 38, 39, 43, 53. 

1 Essentially the same procedure was used in the case of ratings made by 
the given parole agent who was responsible for the particular youth» in 
terms of the youth's official caseload assignment. 
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D. 

of the ratings which had been i items (collectively) on th given to all of tlhe individual 
of e sca e in question. In the case 
theP~:;~~;p~~trc~anges, scores can be developed in terms of 
from pre- to po:t:n~:sWt~iChdhad changed in a positive direction 

,an so on. 

Screening, Ward Place t A , men. ttendance and Cost-Accounting Forms 

.,The (1) nature of the content t h of the forn~ in question are b t~get ~r with. the (2) intended. ~ 
require n,o introdu(,t:ory remark~ ~:~h er f self-evident, and .ns such 
by group home staff Th f' 0 these forms was develop,ed 
respective purp06~s'fair~;ewe~~ms a~pear to bave served their" . 
convenient with f ,an to have. been relatively 

re erence to ease of actual usage. . 
, , . 

\ ,,~ .,. 

'iThis lU'\. sea es, as well. applies to the scoring of. PAnI 1 



CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUNGSTERS QUEST):ONNAIRE 

INTRODUCTION 

In this questionnaire we have listed twen~y-eight pos~ibie charac~ 
teristics of youngsters (and severed. e~amples of I'l~ch). A.ny 
individual youngster can have one or n~re of these characteristics, 
and some youngste~s can possess characteristtcs to a greater qegree 
than other youngsters might. We would like yo~ to answ~r three 
separate questions in 90nn~9tion with each of these twenty-eight 
characteristics, in terms of how you feel or think in r~g~rd to each 

question. 

your responses to this questionnaire will be confi,denttal outside 
of the GrouP Home froject and the Community Treatment PrQject . Any 
~se of the questionnaire outside of the Projects will be in terms 
of the gene~al research information that is being colle~teQi and 
will contain no information which could cause any individual to be 

identified. 

You will be given a question card for each of the three questions. 
In addition, you will find pn the question card a sc~\e of answers 
numbereQ 1 through S. For each question (e.g., for the first 
question) g'o thrQugh all twenty-eight characteristics; and after 
you've done that, go to the next question and once again go through 
all twenty-eight characteristics. 

After reading the questioq (and examples given), choose the number 
that corresponds to the answer on the scale that comes closest to 
how you personally really feel at this point in time. There are no 
"right" or "wrong" answers, so do not try t.o answer in termS of what 
you feel is a "right" or "wrong" answer at;' an answer that you feel 
someone might ~ to hear. After choosing your answer, give the 
number of that answer to the person giving the questionnaire and he 

will write it down. 

-14., 

CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUNGSTERS OUESTXONNAIRE 

The ~hree questions that will be asked pertai i characteristics are: n ng to each of twenty-eight 

1. To what extent would you really f pre er to have or f 
living in your home a youngster h pre er to not have w a .... ? 

1 2 3 4 5 
I I I I I 

: Very' Much Prefel,- 50/50 Not Prefer Very' MUcn 
Prefe r 
To Have 

2. 

1 , 

More Than More Than Not Pref~.!. 
Not Prefer Prefer To Have 

To Have To Have 

To what extent d thi k things with or 0 you n you would really ~ or not e 1 d i spending time with a youngster who .... ? n oy 0 ng 

2 
I 

3 4 5 

Would Very 
Much Enjoy 

Would En10y 
More Than 
Would Not 

Enjoy 

I 
SO/50 

I 
Would Not 

Enjoy' More 
Than Waul d 

Enjoy 

I 
Would Very 

Much Not 
Enj-oy 

J 

3. In your home, to what extent do you think you ld make a positi e diff cou really he1E (that is, 
v erence to, meet the needs f of) a youngster h a , relieve the problems 

1 
i 

Very' Much 
(in many im

portant ways) 

w a ..•• ? 

2 
i 

To Some Extent 
(in some impol:'

tant ways) 

3 
I 

Not Very' Much 
(in only a few 
important ways) 

* Each question and scale presented all a 5x8 card 
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4 
I 

Very Little Or 
Not At All 

(in no importb .. ,: 
ways) 
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1. Is self-centered 

2. 

3. 

4. 

For example: 

-Feels very superior to practically everyone. 

-Is ingratiating, overly-solicitous. 

-Uses very many self-reference pronouns (for example, "I am", "I do", 

etc.) . 

-Responses to others often appear very egocentric (for example, his 
responses to them - whether by design or not - seem to make their 
comments and observations appear insignificant or "beneath him"; 
thus, he may, in effect, "dismiss" or "ignore" the other person's 

concern) . 

-Explicitly praises his own ideas and concepts. 

Has a low self-evaluation. 

For example: 

-Feels he has no accomplishments to his credit (in school, in his job, 
or in his relationships with the opposite sex). 

-Feels rather inferior to others. 

Is not demonstrative. 

For example: 

-Values, asa characteristic in himself, the ability to have self-control 
to be "cool", or to "show no emotion". 

-His feelings or emotions hardly ever seem available--either to himself 
or for others to see or respond to. 

Is anxious! nervous, stirred UE· 

For example: 

-Seems to feel that he is under very great internal pressure in relation 
to his behavior; thus, he seems nervous, anxious, etc. 

-May show signs of extreme anxiety when talking with someone. 

-16-

5. In confused, uncertain. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

For example: 

-Gives an account of himself or of his situation that is 
or even impossible to understand. difficult, 

-Is very uncertain af what he says' d id his fac ts . ' cannot ec e; is not sure of 

-Seldom seems to knew what is expected of him. 

-Has a poor_abil~ty to recall the "history" or his delinquency; con-
fused reco!lect~on!l are strongly predominant. 

-Very often contradicts himself , or changes his story. 

Wants to be helpful; wants to be likeable. 

For example: 

-~eSires "kindness, compassion" as a characteristic in himself (Ma 
ope that these characteristics bring him acceptance and posi~ive y 

response from others.) 

Is impUlsive. 

For example: 

-Dboes 0: says things without shOWing any evidence of having thought 
a out ~t ahead of time I' id i "0 ac .. , a cons er ng the consequences. (Is likely 
'- t rashly, or to even make major decisions on the "spur of the 
moment".) 

Is try!~2' ac t and to be tough 

For ex/ample: 

-Sees his mas t 'iIllportant role (or stance toward others or i i the e f 'h ) • • • • mage n 
yes o~ ot ers as b4~ing tha t of a "tough guy II . 

-~alues toughness and values not being vulnerable (easily 4'gotten 
shattered" IIbrok " " bl to", 
h 

..., en, una e to bounce back emotionally") as a 
c aracteristic in himself. 

-17-
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9. Is competitive,' 

For example: 

-Has a strong need to achieve, or to get more than he thinks others 
are ac.hieving or getting; often tries to outwit, outdo, or possibly 
even "ride herd" over others, in order to achieve his goal (at 
least, he believes it is legitimate to do so). 

-Competition is his characteristic mode of relating to others. 

-Is somewhat negativistic in a competitive sense of the term (for 
ki d of "one-upmanship" toward those with whom he example, displays a n 

is talking), 

10. Is suspicious. 

For example: 

-He may often claim that other people have feelings toward him (for 
example feelings of anger, hostility, etc.) which in reality come 
much cl~ser to describing the feelings which he often has toward 
them' but he seems unable to recognize or ~o admit to the existence 
of this "reversal" or "projection" of his own feelings. 

-Is very wary of others. 

-May think that people who try to talk with him are primarily trying to 
check up on him, or to catch him at something. 

11. Seeks independence and autonomy. 

For example: 

i to identify himself, as an individual only -Tries to operate, or tr es 
tries to "do things his own way", "make up (someone who almost always 

his own mind", or "run his own life"). 

i t t role as being that of a "lone wolf". -Sees his most mpor an 

-Leadership may be his characteristic mode of relating to others. 

-Places a high value on independence and autonomy in himself. 

-18-
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12. Is cooperative and tries to help others. 

For example: 

-Cooperation--(and, attempts at "doing his equal share")--is his 
characteristic mode of relating to others. 

-Believes that social service (doing good for people) might be a 
very worthwhile and personally rewarding form of work for him. 

-Almos t ahlays conforms-that is. almost always does what is ex
pec ted of him. 

13. Is verbally and intellectually strivin~. 

For example: 

-Uses precise wor~s; pinpoints things accurately; nothing remains 
vague (in his accounts of things or events). 

-Desires education, intelligence 8S a characteristic in himself. 

-Explicitly emphasizes causal (i.e., cause-and-effect) connections 
or causal links (as to relationships which appear to exist between 
different items or between different events). 

-May be quite origi[1al--or noticeably so--in the use he makes of 
concepts, and/er in his point of view about persons, events, etc. 

14. Is apathetic, uninvolved, indifferent. 

For eXiample: 

-Has a general attitude of apathy, boredom. 

~Appears VE~ry much"indifferent", and seems undis turbed about the idflla 
of operating without definite or long range goals, or even without 
many short range commitments. 

-Has a "don't-give-a-damn" attitude; displays a kind of "bravado" in 
his overall way of handling other people. 

-May explain his problems in terms of "fate" or "chance" (for example, 
blames 'rt>ad breaks", 'rt>ad luck"--that is, he usually blames something 
which is impersonal). 

-Indicates that he has little need for parental love and approval, and 
he may actually express a definite dislike for this. 

··19-
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15. Is non-conform~ngi defies social norms. 

For example: 

-Seldom or never conforms, or seldom or never does what is expected 

of him. 

-Expresses an attitude of disdain/contempt toward many cornmon social 
values or social inst"i.t"lltions, 

-Is agfJinst education: may feel liit's for suckers". 

-Approves of being delinquent as a way of tife. 

-F!!els that delinquency resul ts in some gain in pres tige for him. 

-Believes that being on parole results in some gain in prestige for 

him. 

16. Is manipulative, conning. 

For example: 

-Marked ly gives or tries to gi vepeople a "snow job II; tha t is, he 
consciously and deliberately attempts to deceive ot' take advan.tage 
of ,others (regardless of others' possible feelings). 

-Desires power and/or ability to manipulate others, as a characteristic 

in himself. 

17. Wants to grow,.~' 

For example. 

-Wants very much to grow up: for example, wants to do things ~hat 
"mature, older adolescents", ad~1ts or younger adults might do: may 
want to get married, "contribute", have a steady job, be sefln as 
"mature and responsible", etc. 

-20-
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18. Is an~pvroval-and-affiliation-seekeri is very dependent upon others. 

For example: 

-Identifies with his peer group only--in contrast to identifying as 
an individual or "lone wolf" only. 

-Sees his most important role as being that of a son or daughter. 

-:t1ainly, or predominantly ass,ocialtes with his own family (for example, 
s~ends most of his free time with those persons with whom he has 
lived most of his life). 

-Is very trusting of others--perhaps overly-trusting. 

19, Wants and seeks help. 

For example: 

-Strong'ly demands direction; or, strongly demands rather explicit 
guidance. 

-He may say--or may in other ways convey the message: "I can't help 
myself. I need help." 

-Wants very much to believe that the purpose of being in a group home 
or foster home is to help him; or, that the attention that he gets, 
because he has been in trouble, is designed to help him. 

20. Is withdrawing. 

For example: 

-"Moves away" from others: does not "move with", and does not "move 
toward" others. Also, he tries to avoid "moving against."--that""i"5," 
clashing with--others. 

-Is quite introverted. 



21. Is alert, active, ener~etic. 

For example: 

-Has a general attitude of enthus\a~m and commitment; is always b~sy. 

-When talking with him about most things, he is very ready to respond 
to questions--to "pick up the baU"".,and lle ~t;art~ ~o answer 
immed ia te ly . 

-Is very alert andre~ponsive to cues from othel{ p~9ple1 fol~9WS 
directions (instruction~) easily. 

-Is very optimistic about th~~gs i'O seneral , ... o~ ~~out ~ wide ~Aqge 
of things. 

-Pace of speech is verr raptd. 

~2. Is passive, ,unassertive. 

For example: 

-He characteristically win let others t~ke the initiative; he foU,?wS 
their leads, and contributes littlej he tJ;'ies to accc;nnm.6date himself 
to ~ interests, be~iefs, and feelin~~! 

-Is not an "ac tive agent" in the course C'lf eyen1;s; !lees himself as 
caught in the strea,m of events .•.. believes that thit~gs which involve 
his life usually develop "apart from him" (withq~t hb participation)-" 
that is, apart; from ~ prefe~enqe~, desires, feelings, ~earS. 

-Is very pass~ve, disinterested in the nature, ~nP purppse of being in a 
group home or foste'r home .•. ,or in t;he eUorts of people who are try
ing to help him, or tryins to provide something for him. 

23. Is ~ planner regarding both hi.s, future and his more itpmediate interests 
and concerns. " 

For example: 

-His plans often, or very 9ften, extend three or four years into t;:he 
future. 

-Gives indication that he has planned ahead in a lot; of ~etai1-~n9t 
necessarily for th~ distant ~uture. 

-
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24. Is hostile (including being verbally hostile). 

Fr'r example: 

-Interpersonal relationships which involve conflict with others, or 
which are disruptive in nature, seem to be his characteristic mode 
of relating to others. 

-Moves against" others: he often clashes with others. Does not 
charac,teristically "move away" from--that is, he does not avoid or 
try to evade others. Nor does h.e "move with"--or usually try to 
cooperate with--others. 

-Is critical, hostile, toward group home parents, foster home parents 
or other adults, in most, if not all, contacts. 

25. Is very vulnerable or "defenseless". 

26. 

For example: 

-He is very vulnerable to the judgments or wossible criticisms of 
other people toward him: he is easily "gotten to", "shattered", 
"broken", "unable to bounce back" emotionally. 

-Is not able to protect himself (his self-image) against the opiniorts. 
judgments, or criticisms of others (that is, he is easily made to . 
feel hurt, ostracized, fearful, blameworthy, or depressed, or to 
feel openly rejected). 

Is aware of his own situation; is relatively insightful. 

For example: 

-Gives a well-rounded, rather complete picture of himself, or of his 
particular situation. When talking about his feelings or thoughts 
he leaves no major points unexplored. 

: 27. Is verbally defensive. 

For example: 

-Rationalizes a great deal--that is, he tries to explain-a1.Jay things. 

-Denies that he feels or really thinks a certain way--even though it 
may be obvious that he is, for example, sad or angry or that he really 
does not agree with something. 

-23-



28. Is communicative. 

For example: 

-Is explicit; spells things out; elaborates suhstantially in his 
accounts or descriptions of things. 

-24-
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SCORIN 
CHARACTERISTICS OF Y 

Question I -

I 

1. For - "Ok" to work with I 2,Ap - (Items ~ith I2,Ap 
Charac tel'is tics) 

~ ANSWER WEIGHT SCORE 

5. (Confused, Un- 1 3 
certain) 2 1 

4 -1 
5 -2 

7. (Impulsive) 1 1 
2 1 
4 -1 
5 -1 

, 14. (Apathetic, Un- 1 2 
involved, 2 1 , 
Indifferent) 4 0 , 

,. 5 -1 
, ~O: (Withdrawing) 1 2 
;; 2 1 
; ! 4 -1 

5 -2 
\'22. 
,: (Passive, 1 3 

Unassertive) Z 2 
(:, 

4 -2 
5 -2 

TOTAL: 
.(A1Rebraic) 

, 
i 
t , 
i 

I 
, 
! 
i 
r 

i? _ 

-

:. 
3-67 

_i' 
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G KEY FOR 
OUNGSTERS QUESTIONNAIRE 

"Prefer In Home" 

2' Ap 

Name: 
------------------------'1'ype 

Home: 
Date 
Tested: ____________________ __ 

II. Against - "Not ok" to work with I 2,Ap 
(Items with Contrasting 
Characteristics) 

ITEM ANSWER WEIGHT SCORE 

6. (Wants To B(1 1 1 
Helpful & 2 0 
Likeable) 

8. (Tries To Act 1 1 
& Be Tough) 2 0 

:1.3. (Verbally and 1 2 
Intellectually 2 1 
Striving) 

16. (Manipulative, 1 1 
Conning) 2 0 

2l. (Alert!, Active, 1 1 
Energetic) 2 1 

23. (P1anne;.r Re His 1 1 
Future & Immed- 2 0 
iate Interests ,--
& Concerns) 

~6. (Aware of Own 1 2 
Situation; Rel- 2 1 
ative1y In-
sightful) 

~8. (COtmllunica tive) 1 1 
2 1 

TOTAL: 
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SCORINg, 

1. FloI' r:- No. of lIs plus No. of 
B. No. of 4's plus No. of 

C. Total Score (Algebraic 

II. Against 
A. Total Score 

III. Interpretation of Scoring: 

2's 
5's 

Sum) 

<A>B - in favor of 12,Ap) 
A<B - ~ in favor of 12,Ap) 

<+3 = minimumly ok) 
+2 a borderline: consider possibly 

rej~g for 12,Ap if total 
score less than this) 

(+5 or +6 • good) 

-26-

(s-m~'\Um score,: over that is "not 
in favor of") or, is "against" 
12,Ap) 

"I t 

SCORING KEY FOR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUNGSTERS QUESTIONNAIRE 

". 
Ques tion I - "Prefer In Home " 

1. For - 1I0k" to work with 13 ,Cfm 
(Items with I 3,Cfm 
Charac teris tics) 

llW. ANSWER WEIGHT 

2. (Low Self- 1 2 
Evaluation) 2 1 

4 -2 
5 -3 

4. (Anxious,Nervous 1 1 
Stirred Up) 2 1 

4 0 
5 -1 

6. (Wants to be Help- 1 1 
fu1 & Likeable) 2 0 

4 -1 
5 -2 

lB. (Approval-and- 1 2 
Affiliation Seek- 2 1 
er; t~ependent 4 -1 
Upon Others) 5 -2 

19. (Wants and Seeks 1 3 
Help) 2 2 

4 -2 
5 -2 

22. (Passive, Un- 1 1 
assertive) 2 1 

4 0 
5 -1 

125. (Vulnerable or 1 2 
"Defense1ess ll ) 2 1 .... 

4 -1 
5 -2 

TOTAL: 
.(Ab;ebraic) 

SCORE 

-

Name: -------------------------Type 
Horne: -------------------------Date 
Tested: 

--~------------------

II. Against - "Not ok ll to work with 13,Cfm 
(Items with Contrasting 
Charac teris tics) 

~ ANSWER WEIGHT SCORE 

1. (Self-Centered) 1 3 
2 2 

B. (Tries to Act 1 2 
& Be Tough) 2 1 

11. (Seeks Independ- 1 1 
ence & Autonomy' 2 1 

13. (Verbally and 1 2 
Intellec tua11y 2 1 
Striving) 

15. (Non-Conforming; 1 1 
Defies Social 2 0 
Norms) 

16. (Manipulative, 1 1 
Conning) 2 1 

21. (Alert, Active, 1 2 
Ener~etic) 2 1 

23. (Planner Re His 1 1 
Future & Inmed- 2 1 
iate Interests 
& Concerns) 

26. (Aware of Own 1 1 
Situation; Re1- 2 0 
atively In-
shhtfu1) 

2B. (C oll'lllun ic at i ve ) 1 1 
2 0 

I TOTAL: 
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SCORING 

I. For 
2'5 A. No. of l's plus No. of 

B. No. of 4'8 plus No. of 5's 

C. Total Score (Algebraic Sum) 

II. Agains t 
A. Total Score 

III. Interprets tion of Scorirlg: 

<A)B - in favor of 13,Cfm) 
A( B - not in favQr of 13, C£m) 

(~ 

1" 

\ 

\ ! 
I i 

L! I , 

: 1 
I f 
1 , 
: [ 

\ i 
! 

! 
; ~ 

t 

SCORING KEY FOR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUNGSTERS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Question I - "Prefer In Home" 

Name: _________________ ~ ____ _ 
Type 
Home; 
Date ---------------------
Tested: __________________ ~ 

<+3 = minimumly ok) 
+1 = borderline: consid~r possibly 

rejecting for 13, efm if total 
score less than this) 

) [ 
II. 
t 

For -"Ok" to work with I 3 ,Cfc 
, (Items with I3,Cfc 

II. Against - ''Not ok" to work with 13,Cfc 
(Items with contrasting 
Characteristics) 

(+5 or +6 = good) 

i ! 
.j 
. \ 

1. l 
{ 

: ! 
l f 

'j 
: I 

(7 '" ID8:K:imum sc are: over tha t is "not ! 1 

in favor of", or, is "agains t" ; I 
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I 3 ,Cfm) .,1 
I 1 . , 

1 
I 
I 

,Ij 
l 

~":; t 

1 
! 
i 

I 
f 

I 
t 
I 
! 
~ 
i 

I ! 
i ! 
i, I 

! , 
11 

l 

~ 
\ , 1 

i t 
I t 
~l t 
. t 
: I 
j ! 
! 1 
I ! 
t I 
f .. j 
II 
j t 

Ci:1arac·teris tics) . 

~ ANSWER WEIGHT SCORE 

3. (Not Demon- 1 2; 

strative) 2 1 
4 0 
5 -1 

8. (Tries to Ac t 1 2 
& Be Tough) 2 1 

4 -1 
5 -2 

10. (S us pic ious ) 1 2 , 
2 1 
4 0 
5 -1 

:-;--
14. (Apathetic, Un- 1 1 

inyo1ved, In- 2 1 
different) 4 -1 

5 -2 
15. (Non-Conforming, 1 2 

Defies Social 2 2 
Norms) 4 -1 

5 -2 
27. (Verbally 1 1 

Defensive) 2 0 
4 0 
5 -1 

TOTAL: 
(Algebraic) 

~ ANSWER WEIGHT SCORE 

4. (Anxious,Nervous, 1 1 
Stirred UI?~ 2 0 

6. (Wants to Be He1p- 1 2 
fu1, Likeable) 2 1 

12. (Cooperative, Tries ,1 2 
to HelD Others) 2 1 

13 . (Verbally & In- 1 2 
tellectually 2 1 
Striving) 

19. (Wants & Seeks 1 3 
Help) 2 2 

21. (Alert, Active, 1 1 
Energetic) 2 0 

23. (Planner Re His 1 1 
Future & Inmed- 2 0 
iate Interests 
& Concerns) 

25. (Vulnerable or 1 2 
"Defenseless") 2 1 

28. (Communica ti ve) 1 2 
2 2 

I TOTAL: 
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SCORING 

I. ~ 
A. No. of lIs plus No. of 
B. No. of 4'8 plus No. of 

C, Total Score (Algebraic 

II. Aga~ 
A. Total Score 

III. Interpretation of ,,~,.£orins: 

2'8 
5's 

Sum) 

<A>B - in favor of 13,Cfc) 
A<B - no~ in favor of 13,Cfc) 

;1+2 D ruirtimumly ok) 
"~1 . bOtderline: consider possibly 

t:ejecting for 13,Cfc 1£ total. 
.score less than this) 

(+5 • good) 

( 5 • maximum score: over that is 
"not in favor of", or is 
"against" 13,Cfc) 

(9 • ''bad ") 
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SCORING Kh"'Y FOR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUNGSTERS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Question 1- "Prefer In Home" 
Name 
~pe'-------------------

E.2!. .. "Ok" to work with 13,Mp 
(Items with I ,Mp 
Characteristtcs) 

Home: --------------------Date 
Tested: -------------------

~ :!!NSWER WEIGHTI~ II. Agains 1":. - ''Not ok ll to work with I3,Mp 
(Items with Contrasting 
Characteristics) l. (Self-Centered) 1 2 

2 2 
4 -1 
5 -2 ~ ANS\VER WEIGHT §QQM 

3. (Not pepon- 1 2 5. (Confused, Un- 1 1 
strative) 2 1 certain) 2 0 

4 -1 6. (Wants to Be Help- 1 2 
5 -1 ful & Likeable) 2 0 -7. (Impulsive) 1 1 12. (Cooperative;Tries 1 2 
2 0 to Help Others) 2 0 
l. 0 -_oS 1--

-1 
7. (Wants to Grow Up) 1 L 

2 1 
T (Tries to Act 1 2 8. (Approval-anr.!.- 1 3 

& Be Tough.) 2 2 Affiliation-Seek 2 1 
4 -1 er; D€lpendent 
5 -2 Upon Others) 

9. (Competitive) 1 1 
2 1 

~-

,9. (Wants 'and Seeks 1 2 
Help) 2 0 

" 4 -1 ')2. (Passive, Un- 1 2 
5 i"~ 1 

10. (Suspicious) 1 2 -
"..,--_ assertive) 2 1 
?3. (Planner Re His 1 1 

2 I 1 Future & IIlIl1ed-
-

2 0 

" 
4 0 iat;e Interests 
5 -1 

11. (Seeks Independ- 1 2 
__ & Concerns) 
2~ware of Own Sit- 1 1 

ence & Autonomy) 2 1 uat;i.on; Relativ- 2 0 
4 -2 ely Insightfu,l) 
5 ~3 

14. (Apathett'c,rJ~ 1 1 I TOTAL: 
volved, In-' 2 1 
different) 4 -1 

5 -2 
15. (Non-Conforming; 

~-

1 2 
~,-

Defies SIX ial 2 2 
Norms) 4 -1 

,,-

5 -2 
16. (Manipulative, 1 3 

Conning) 2 2 
4 ~ 
5 -3 

24. (Hostile; In- 1 1 
cludil1g Verbally 2 0 
Hostile) 4 -1 

5 -2 
27. (Vefb"iilly De- l f 

l 
fensive) 2 0 

4 0 
5 -1 
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SCORING --

II. 

!,,_or 
- No. of l's plus No. of 2's 
A. No. of 4 1 s plus No. of 5's B. 

C. Total Score (Algebraic Sum)_---

Aga ins t 
A. Tot;:!l Score 

III. In tcrpr~ta tion of Scorina: 

S 
~1 

\ 1 
\ I 

SCORING KEY FOR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF YOWGSTERS QUESTIONNAIRE 

I ' Question I - "Prefer In Home" 

/A>B - in fnvor of l:l,HP) 
~A<B - ~ in favor of I"Mp) 

I , r , 
I ! 

·111 

:: I'/linimumty ("1k) 
= borde1 line: consider 

jecting for 13,Hp if 
less than this) 

possibly re·: 
total score i 

(+9 == good) 

l t. 

7. 

"Ok" to work with Il.,Na 
(tt~ms ~ I4 ,Na 
Chara~teristics) 

(Not Demon
strative) 

( 5 = maximum score: 
in favor of ", 
I 3,MP) 

::::"bad") 

over tha t is "not, ~-~-:--:--:---:---:-----t-""":;;--+--~-r---; 
at". is "agains t'l 8. (Tries to Ac t 

& Be Tough) 

(10 

-32-

TOTAL: 

Name: ____________________ _ 

l'ype 
Home: 
Date --------------. -------
Tes ted : ____ _ 

II. Against ''Not ok" to work with I4,Na 
(Items with Contrasting 
CharacteristICs) 

ANSWER WEIGHT SCORE 

2. (Low Self- 1 1 
Evaluation 2 0 

4. (Anxious, Nervous, 1 1 
Stirred U 2 1 

5. (Confused, Un- 1 1 
certain 2 1 

8. (Approval-and - 1 2 
Affiliation Geek- 2 1 
er; Dependent 
U on Others 

9. (Wants & Seeks 1 2 
Hel 2 1 

(Passive, Un- 1 1 
assertive 2 0 

TOTAL: 
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SCORING 

~1 : I. ~ No. of 2's A. No, of lIs plus 
B. No. of 4' s plus Nc;>. of 5'G 

C. Total Score (Algebraic Sum) 

II. Against 
A. Total Sr.:ore 

Ill. Interpretation of Scoring; 

<A>B - in favor of I4,Na) 
. A<B - !!.2! in favor o~ 14' Na) 

(
+4 = minimumly ok) 
+3 = borderline: consider possibly 

rejecting for I4,Na i~ total 
sco~e leSS than this) 

t:c~' 

} .. ' .••. :,1 ,:,'] 

i . 

I 
II 
1 ,l 
d 
II' 
L I 

\1 
I. 

',1 
.~ 
t 

H 
1 J I. 

SCORING KEY FOR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF" YOUNGSTERS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Question I - "Prefer In Home" 

For - "Ok" to work with I4,Nx 
(Items ~ith I4,Nx 
Characteristics) 

Name: _____________________ _ 

Type 
Home: ____________________ _ 
Date 
Tested: __________________ _ 

II. Against - ''Not ok" to work with I4,Nx 
(Items with Contrasting 
Characteristics) . 

(+8 = good) 

tl 
It 
II II 
i I 
\ I 

~ ANSWER WEIGHT SCORE ITEM ANSWER WEIGHT SCORE 

(4 = 

(6 ... 

. -3~-

maximum score: 
in favor of", 
I ,Na) 

''b~d'') 

11 
I. I 
h 
1 I 

I' If over that is ' not Fl 
or is "l;1gains t " I i 

, i'.l 

11 
I t 
i 1 
\ .~ 
I t 
It 
1.\ 

2. 

4. 

6. 

r· '{ 
] .! ! 17. 
1 
I { 

I' { 

1 
I 

, ' 118 . } 

I ~ l~o l . 

I 
~ 
1?5. 

I 
I 
\ 
I 

\ 
i J 
I I 
1 '! 

l 

\1 
[J 
\
'1 

i 
, ~ 

'I, t ! 
L~ 

(Low Self- 1 2 
Evaluation) 2 1 

4 -2 
5 -2 

(Anxious, Nervous, 1 3 
Stirred Up) 2 1 

4 -2 
5 -3 

(Wants To Be Help~ 1 2 
fu1 & Likenb1e) 2 1 

4 -1 
5 -2 

(Wants to Grow 1 1 
Up) 2 0 .. 

4 -1 
5 -2 

(Approva l-and- 1 1 
Affi1iation-Seek- 2 0 
er; Dependent 4 0 
Upon Others) 5 -1 

(Wi thdrawing) 1 2 
2 2 
4 -1 
5 -2 

(Vu1nerab Ie or 1 2 
"Defenseless") 2 1 

4 -1 
5 -2 

TOTAL: 
\CAh:ebraic) 

1.[ 
________ .... ______ -zr.". 

3. (Not Demon- 1 1 
strative) 2 1 

7. (Impulsive) 1 1 
2 1 -

8. (Tries to Act I 1 2 
& Be Tough) 2 1 , 

14. (Apathetic, Unin 1 1 
volved, Indif- 2 0 
ferent) 

15. (Non-Conforming; 1 2 
Defies Social 2 1 
Norms ) .. -

I TOTAL: 

-35-
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SCORING 

1. ~ 
A. No. of l's plus No. of 2's 
B. No. of 4's plus No. of 5's 

C. Total Score (Algebraic Sum) 

II. Against 
A. Total Score 

III. Interpretation of Scoring: 

. m·,: 
O{ 
,J ~ 

L! 

II ! II 

11 
I f . { 

I ' 

( I 
I ! 
\
' , 

1 
! ! 
I j 

(
A)B - in favor of I4,Nx) 
A<B - not in favor of I4,Nx) 

PI I) 
1 1 , 1 
I J. 

/+5 
~3 

:::I minimumly ok) 
:::I borderline: consider possibly 

rejecting for 14,Nx if total 
score less than this) 

I I 
l , 
I ! 

\ I 
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(+8 .. sood) 

I ) 
\ t 
II 

j 

(4:::1 maximum score: over that is "not! If; 

in favor of \', or, is "aga ins til 
I 

I4,Nx) I 
(5 = ''bad'') I 

, 1 

I 1 
, 1 

'I 
~ 

i I 
l I 

II 1,1 
1 't 
! :! 

I 
1 
! 
t 
I 
j 

i tl' ! , , 
U 
!. J 
\ \ 
1 ~ 
I i 

~l i ) 
I I 
t i 
II 
I \ I 1 

I ! 
i I 
II 
! I 
\ 1 

II II 

~ 
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SCORING KEY FOR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUNGSTEaS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Question I - "Prefer In Home" 

For - "Ok" to work with I 4 ,Se 
(Items with 14,Se 
Characteristics) 

Name: _____________________________ ___ 

Type 
Horne: ______________________ __ 
Date 
Tested: 

------~~--------------

II. Against - ''Not ok" to work with I4,Se 
(Items with Contrastins 
Characteristics) 

iTEM ANSWER WEIGHT SCORE 

6. (Wants To Be Help- 1 1 

~ ANSWER WEIGHT SCORE 

2. (Low Sel£- 1 2 
ful & Likeable) 2 0 Evaluation) 2 2 

4 -1 4. (Anxious, Nervous, 1 1 
5 -2 Stirred Up) 2 1 . 

12. (Cooperative; 1 1 5. (Confused, Un- 1 2 
Tries To Help 2 1 certain) 2 2 
Others) 4 -1 7. (Impulsive) 1 2 

5 -2 2 1 
17. (Wants to Grow 1 1 8. (Tries To Act 1 1 

Up) 2 0 & Be TOU2h) 2 1 
4 -2 14. (Apathetic, Un- 1 2 
5 -2 involved, In- 2 1 

18. (ARprova l-and- 1 1 different) 
Affi1iation-Seek- 2 0 15. (Non-Conforming; 1 3 
er; Dependent 4 0 Defies Social 2 2 
Upon Others) 5 -1 Norms) 

21. (Alert, Ac tive, 1 2 16. (Manipulative, 1 1 
Energetic) 2 1 Conning) 2 1 

4 -2 25. (Vulnerable or 1 2 
5 -2 "Defenseless") 2 2 

23. (Planner Re His 1 1 27. (Verbally Defen- 1 2 
Future & Immed- 2 0 sive) 2 1 
iate Interests ----Z;" -1 
& Concerns) 5 -3 

126. (Aware Of Own Sit- 1 2 
I TOTAL: 

uation; Re1ative- 2 1 
1y Insightful) 4 -2 

5 -2 
'j TOTAL: 

(Algebraic) 
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SCORING 

1. For 
l's plus No. of A. No. of 

B. No. of 4'8 plus No. of 

C. "I~vt n 1. Score (Algebraic 

II. Against 
A. Tota 1 Sc. ore 

III. Interpretation of Scoring: 

2's 
5's 

Sum) 

(+6 

= minimum1y ok) 
= borderline: consider possibly 

rejecting for I4,se if total 
score less than this) 

= good) 

(8 = maximum score: 
in favor of", 
I4,se) 

(12 = "bad") 
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SCORING KEY FOR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF YOUNGSTERS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Question I - "Prefer In Horne" 

"Ok" to work with I4,Ci 
(Items with I4,Ci 
Characteristics) 

ANSWER WEIGHT 

(Self-Centered) 1 1 
2 1 
4 -1 
5 -1 

(Not Demon- 1 1 
s trative) 2 1 

4 -1 
5 -2 

(Tries To Ac t 1 3 
.& Be Tough) 2 2 

4 -2 
5 -2 

(Sus pic ious) 1 1 
" 2 1 

4 0 
5 -1 

(Seeks Independ- 1 2 
ence & Autonomy) 2 1 

4 -2 
5 -3 

(Non-Conforming; 1 2 
Defies Social 2 2 
Norms) 4 -2 

5 ~3 

(Aware of Own Sit- 1 1 
uation; Relative 2 0 
1y Insightful) 4 -1 

5 -2 

TOTAL: 

SCORE 

ICAlgebraic) 

Name: ______________________ _ 

Type 
Home : ____________________ _ 
Date 
Tes ted : ____________ _ 

II. Against - ''Not ok" tQ work with I4,Ci 
(Items with Contrasting 
Characteristics) 

~ ANSWER 'WEIGHT SCORE 

2. (Low Self- 1 2 
Evaluation) 2 1 

4. (Anxious,Nervous, 1 1 
Stirred Up) 2 1 

5. (Confused, Un- 1 2 
certain) 2 1 

7. (Impulsive) 1 2 
2 1 

18. (Approva1-and- 1 3 
Affiliation- 2 1 
Seeker; Dependent 
Upon Others) 

19. (Wants & Seeks 1 3 
Help) 2 1 

22. (Passive, Un- 1 3 
assertive) 2 2 

125. (Vu1nerab1;f.l or 1 3 
"Defenseless") 2 2 

J TOTAL: 

-39-
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SCORIl'!~ 

I. ~ A. No. of lIs plus No. of ;'9 ______ __ 
B. N~ of 4's plus No. of 5 s 

C. Total Score (Algebraic Sum) ______ _ 

II. Again;;.t 
A. Total Sco;re 

III. It1Lter2,!,etati..21'" of Scoring: 

~A>B - in favor of I4,Ci) 
~<B -~ in favor of I4,Ci) 

\ 

\ 

I 

\ 

I 
~ 

/+4 = minimumly o~) i 
""+2 .: bOrderline: consider possibly \ 

rejecting for I4,Ci if total I 
score less than this) i 

I 
(+7 .. good) I 

I 

\ 
\ 

\ I 
" (' I over that is n~! 'I' (8 = maximum score: 

in favor of", 
I4,Ci) 

(12 = ''bad'') 
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or, is "against: . 
, \ 

i 

FOSTER PARENT PREFERENCE SURVEY 

INTRODUCTION 

'We feel that all people who go into, or want to go into, some type 
of foster care for youngsters have prefarences in that, for example, 
they feel that they might get along better with or could deal better 
with, some types of youngsters as compared with other types of young
s ters . (By "types of youngs ters", we would like for you to think 
about ways, in which one set of youngsters will, typically, behave or 
handle themselves and others, as compared with ways in 'which another 
set of youngst,ers are likely to behave or handle things.) We feel 
that a person's preferences a~e often related to how effectively he 
can de-,d '!!l:l.th S OF,lle youngs ters; and this is why we would 1 ike to learn 
about \1\,h&,1; your preferences are. 

This questionnaire will be confidential outside of the Group Home Pro
ject and the Community Treatment Project. Any use of the questionnaire 
outside of the projects will be in terms of the general research infor
mation that is being collected and will contain no information which 
could cause any individual to be identified. 

Since there are no "right" or ''wrong'' answers, please do not answer in 
terms of what you feel would be an appropriate or "right" answer, or 
an answer that you feel someone might like to hear. Answer in terms of 

"the extent to which you agree or disagree-with the statement as far as 
how you really, personally feel or think about: th~, statement at this 
point in time by pled.ng yourself in the role of a foster parent -
whether it be fo~ one youngster or for several youngsters at the same 
time (for example, in 11 group home). Keep in mind that these questions 
should be answered as :l.f e. }9ungs ter or youngsters would ac tually be 
living in your home. 

The person administering the questionnaire will supply you with an answer 
card which has four pos~lible responses to each statement in the question
naire. After reading a statement choose the response on the card that 
comes closest to how you really, personally feel or think about the state
ment. Give the number that corresponds to that response to the person 
administering the questicmnaire and he will write it down. 

Thank you for your interelS t and cooperation. 

Adapted from Jesness, C.F. Staff Preference Survey. 
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ANSWER CARD 

3 
1 2 , , 
1 No 

Definitely yes 
More Than Mor.e Than Yes 

No Yes 

(Mostly (Mostly 

Agree) Disagree) 

-42-

1, 

4 -, 
Definitely 

No 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 • 

FOSTER PARENT PREFERENCE SURVEY 

Part I 

Most delinquents are no different than other youngsters. 

To have a youngs ter think I am not being fair c,r "s traight" with 
him would not bother me at all. 

I would feel more comfortable dealing with youngsters who are 
composed, rather than with youngsters who are more easily per
turbed (or upset) and who tend to show their feelings. 

I would find it much less satisfying to deal with youngsters who 
seem to have no understanding of their problems. 

I would say that my manner of dealing with youngsters would be 
casual rather than strict. 

6. In dealing with youngsters, I would prefer to be somewhat reserved 
initially, and allow myself to become more informal and friendly 
only after I am better acquainted with them. 

7. 

8. 

If a youngster makes a decision, I would be willing to take a 
chance and go along with it. 

I would have the patience to have to repeat the same thing over 
and over without ~xpressing anger. 

9. r think it would be better to simply go ahead and disd.pline young
sters who needed it, and not bother with thinking much about the 
reasons behind the incident. 

10. The kind of youngsters who would get my goat are those who frequent
ly He. 
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11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

Youngsters with no apparent aim in life, or clear ideas about 
the future, would be among the most frustrating for me to deal 

with. 

If a youngster would flare up for no apparent reason, I would 
feel someone should protect him from the consequences Qr his 

behavior. 

I would not have to talk with some youngsters because I could 
learn all I needed to know Simply by observin~ who they associate 

with. 

Some youngsters would try to take advantage of you by acting 
"crazy" (01" bizzare or very strange). 

It would be important to protect some youngsters from situations 
~f difficulty where they might fail and then feel unhappy about 

having failed. 

In my home, I would want there to be very few exceptions to rules. 

Youngs ters who try to "con" and manipula te would be hard for me 
to like and to deal with. 

18. 
Foster parents should rarely let youngsters know that they (the 
foster parents) are wrong or have made a mistake. 

19. 

20. 

1 think that I, usually, would be more patient than the average 
foster parent in dealing with youngsters who are impulsive and 
have short attention spans. 

I think many youngsters could profit from periods of some sort of 
restriction which would force them to consider the consequences 

of their behavior. 

-44-

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

I could understand (and (lould get along; all right with) the kind of 
youngsters who think that: knowing which persons have thl~ in£1urmce 
or power is all that counts. in getting what t:hey (the youngster.s-) 
want. 

I think it would be better if a foster parent did not reveal or 
show any of his (or her) l')eaknesses or reaJ pel'sonal feeli' t .. ngs .0 

youngsters. 

I think that youngsters should be expected to follow rules that 
would be establishe.d in Illy home, without being given a lot of 
repeated explanations. 

1 feel that most youngsters only appear to 1 i h hi __ go a ong w t t ngs 
just in order to get what they want. 

I feel that if you are opert and honest with youngsters, they will 
be open and honest with you. 

I don't believe that youngsters would have much of a chance of 
solving a problem unless they talk about it. 

I would prefer to deal with youngsters who do not argue a lot of 
the time. 

I would find it particularly tiresome to be with youngsters who 
usuah1t demand attention. 

Delinquent behavior is usually an indication that a youngster is 
emotionally disturbed. 

I would prefer dealing with youngsters whCJ ar.e quick to understand, 
rathe~!' than those who may need repeated explanations. 

, ; • !~ 



31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

i th structure (expectations, etc.) 
In my home I would pref(i~r hav ng e the youngs ters are concerned. 
clear and ~he limits tight, as far as 

, d 1 bes t with youngs ters who arl': not 
I think I would be ablhe ti·o ~~it des but ,,'ho instead tend ~tO be 
highly delinquent in t era u , 
rather clumsy and helpless. 

h d as nruch by noise in my home as 
I do not think 1 would be bot ere 
other foster parents might be. 

I Would prefer to create as permissive a climate as In my home, 
possible. 

dealing with youngsters individually rather than in 
I would prefer 
a group. 

t'· s where youngsters got 
I would like to have, andd ~e, in~hllle:e~~fngs would delve into the 
toge ther i.n a group, an were e 
youngsters' intimate, personal problems. 

d in a group and talk about 
I think that having youngslters si~d ::Omore effective than talk
the~~elves and their prob ems wau 
ing with them individually. 

to deal "lith youngsters who are trying to put I would prefer not 
one over on you. 

39. 
1 t ngsters know right off the 

I think it would be better to e you f with them. 
bat that I am the boss, rather than be too ree 

40. I think i t would be wrong to u~e sarcasm or ridicule with 
Usually, 
youngs ters • 
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41. 

42. 

43. 

l~5 • 

, ; 46. 

4·7. 

48. 

49. 

In my home 1 would prefer to have youngsters actually given respons
ibility to make decisions about rules (that is, which rules to follow, 
what to do if rules are broken, etc.). 

I woul.Q. prefer delllHllg with basically "average" youngs ters rather 
than those ;<!ho are more d ifficul t or mixed up. 

I believe I would prefer to handle aggressive behavior by directing 
youngsters' attention to something else, rather than by punishing 
them. 

I believe that I would be able to take til lot of "lip" (backtalk, etc.) 
from youngsters, without getting too upslet by it. 

I would like to motivate youngsters to really make an honest attempt 
to not be delinquent anymore. 

I would Hnd myself rather easily discouraged when dealing with 
youngs ters who could not 'talk a lot about their problems. 

I would prefer to deal rilith youngs ters who try to please fos ter 
parents and other people, and who turn to adults for help or 
directi.on rather than deal with youngsters Wh'Cit'urn to other 
youngs~~ for help 0"( dit·cction. -

It would bother me ,1,i lot if I had to punish youngs ters for their 
misbehavior. 

I think cliques that youngsters might form iU!to would be useful 
to me (for example, by using ~ members of the group to in£ly
ence lor help ~,~ members). 
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50. 

",11.' "."" Jr" M, 

, 

I would prefer dealing with youngsters who seem to have a lot of 
self-confidence, rather than deal with those who seem to need 
protection from themselves and others. 

51. I would prefer being with youngsters who keep their problems to 
themselves -- rather than youngsters who wanted to talk a lot 
about their problems. 

52. I would prefer to have youngsters in my home who are good at com
petitive sports, rather than those who are not. 

53. I would prefer n~ to deal with youngsters who often gripe or act 
unhappy when they already seem to have all that they need. 

54. I would feel very uncomfortable if I had to enforce rules or do 
things that I personally disagreed with. 

55. I would prefer not to ask youngsters questions which would probably 
be embarrassing~ them. 

56. I would rather not deal with youngsters who seem to "melt into the 
walls" and p/assively go along 'id,th things. 

57. I would find it difficult to be with youngsters who frequently 
raise questions about the way things are done in my home. 

58. I would like to deal with youngsters who prefer to deal with things 
(problems, etc.) in a group of other youngsters. 

59. I would prefer to deal with youngsters who talk honestly or 
sincerely about their problems, rather than with youngsters who 
cover up. 

-48-

60. In my home .1 would wan t to have hi h 
expect g standards set, and I would youngsters to meet them. 

61. I would generally prefer to deal i 
it", rather than with w th youngsters who 'can "take 

youngsters who ft d encouragement. 0 en nee support and 

-49-
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Part II 

INTRO~JCTION 

d 'b d in the following 
Six di.fferent youn~s tlebrs ar~ de~~~~eeques tions in refer

ra hs You w~l e as~e 
paragtoPth~se six descriptions of youngsters. 
enc.e 

L 
. t' ns and then Pl ne read through all six descr~p ~o 

ea~ whom you feel or think you 
select the youngst~~ have actually living in your 
~ould m~~~e~r;!~rhave selected your first prefer
~. 've the person administering the 
ence, g~ onds with the t' naire the letter that corresp 
~~~:g~:~h that describes this youngste~. ;~~~ do 
the same for your second, third, fourt 0' ~ , 
and sixth preferences. 
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Part II 

A. 

"A" gravitates toward other youngsters his own age who are delinquently 
oriented and with whom he maintains strong loyalties. "A" is often 
seen by other people (adults) as being able to meet most of their (adults') 
demands and to adju~t to rules, even though he personally maintains his 
emotional distance from people. Although "A" looks for rules which people 
in authority (teachers, parents, foster parents, parole agents, etc.) have 
estab~ished, he is really resistent to these rules and conforms on the sur
face mainly to gain what he wants or feels he needs (or to avoid punishment, 
etc.). He seems quite satisfied with his way of life and will resist 
efforts of others to change him, He often says that he is "ok" and that he 
has few problems, and he is likely to blame people in-authority, or his 
environment, for any difficulties he may be in. "A" tends to describe him
self as tough or hard (or masculine); and it is very important for him to 
believe that he has a reputation (among others of his own age) for being 
"hard" and very adequate, capable, or "cool". 

B. 

"B" is usually seen as somewhat immature and anxious although he can be 
surprisingly mature at other times. He has a set of standards and he wants 
to get ahead in the world. At times he seems to want help; but frequently 
when help is given or offered it may cause him to feel that he is inadequate 
or not capable of dealing with things by himself. At times he appears de
pressed, and he may sometimes cry, shout, or in other ways show that things 
inside of him are more than he can handle. Although "B" is often able to 
~ about his problems, there are times when he shows that he has problems 
o,nly through his actions or behavior (for example, by withdrawing, or by 
seeming to be depressed, confused, angry, etc.). 

-51-
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e. to get along with. 

usually 
'is described.by others as polite and easb bullied by other 

"e" and weak in tha t he may e 1 seen by 
He is often seen as pass~ve d' r oungs ters ). He is rare Y 
youngsters (not necessarily ~y 0;,; b~cause he would rather not ~~ 
people as causina problems, arg·,. h eople to get to know m 
noticed. It is often diffic~1t for 0: e:n~ to avoid ambiguouS or coro-

11 "e" tends to res~st chang, f table when he believes he 
very we . he feels more com or 't ften 
plex situations, because f him When things do change, ~ 0 

understands what is expect:d 0 et'accustomed to the new situation, 
takes quite sometime ~or hUl1 to r~ous during this time. Al though h~ 

d he may appear anx~ous or ne, d may often ask for help, e, 
:~nts and may seem tOjne~d o~r~:~~~~o~e~~ or advice when i~ ac~~~llYH~s 
sometimes seems to re_ ec sure of what it means or . 
offered particularly when he is un or normal, and as having nothi~g" 
tends t~ describe himself as averag: is left with the feeling that e 
really wrong with him. However, s~~ms to want to depend on o·thers to 
is not very sure of himself and f how to go about ~elating to peop~: 
help him, and that he is unsur~ ~hether they will accept or reject ~m. 
largely because he is unsure 0 

D. relationships with both adults 
"D" is a very inunature youngsterH:~db~~:vior is often like that of a 
and other youngsters are poo~." motionally disorganized, and who 

small child who is "unsocial~zed and e lith other youngsters very. 
b und or get a ong w 'he re~ 

is usually not able to e aro ndent. but at the same t~me, . 
f 11y "D" is extremely depe . f' 1 he want,s and needs. 'When 

success u . 've him what he ee s d h may visibly 
ists people who do net g~ gry and resentful an e . 

s ppear hostile or an "th others seem to 
frustrated, he maya d "D's" relationsh~Ps Wl. hi' e-
"sulk" or "pout". In o~~~~e:o:t~~r persons either give or d~~~~cul~ ~~~ "D" 
be centered mainly on w ts It usually seems 
thin which he feels he needs or wan ie with expectations that other 
to d;al well with pressures (i~r a:x~~~ p~essure of having to ;ait, ~~~a~!d 
people may have of him, a~ w~eels he wants or needs), and wit comp , 
b,e ing unab le to ge t wha t ,e 
explanations and instruct~ons. 
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E. 

"E" is a youngster who often appears callous and unconcerned about others. 
He does not ~ any signs that would suggest that he feels guilty about 
things, and does not seem to be particularly bothered by behavior of his 
which goes agains t social norms or standards. He doe,S not seem to have 
any strong loyalties to any person, persons, groups, or social causes; in
stead, he seems to be an "opportunist" -- one who operates as though he 
believes in the power of manipulating or outsmarting others to get what he 
wants. Although he can be likeable when he is not under pressure, "E" 
oft·en appears resentful and hostile or angry toward people in positions of 
authority (for example, teachers, parents, foster parents, police, parole 
agents, etc.). He seems to be satisfied with his life as it is and he will 
resist attempts by others to change it; he may resist or "fight back" against 
persons in authority by trying to use (both subtly and obviously) all the 
power and technique he feels is available ro him. Since it is not easy for 
"E" to put himself in other peoples' shoes, he does not realize the effect 
that his behavior has on others-; and, he does not unders tand why other people 
often look at some of his behavior with considerable disapproval. While "E" 
may describe himself as hot-tempered, he does not see hi . .mself as inferior; in 
fact, he feels that he is usually able to get what he wants and for this 
kind of reason, he is generally quite surprised when others do !!£! go along 
with him or when others resist his manipulations. 

F. 

"F" often appears rather self-reliant, poised, confident, and independent --
but also emotionally distant from other people. At the same time, however, 
he often appears sullen and angry, and seems to be far from entirely satis-
fied with himself or others. He does try to live up to his personal standards 
(values, personal convictions, etc.) and tries to plan for the future; yet 
often "E" does not care to talk w:tth others about his feelings or personal 
problems, or to share these things with others. Although he is ordinarily 
well-controlled (when feeling no anxiety), he can tolerate very little 
anxiety; and when he does begin to feel anxious he is likely to behave im
pulsively -- on the spur of the moment. ifF" is very much aware of the 
feelings of other people, and although he can be likeable, he may try, and is 
good at, getting other people upset by focusing his attention (for example, by 
the use of critical or cutting remarks) on areas where other people might be 
sensitive. ''F'' can be very forceful and demanding (in order to get what he 
believes he needs or wants); however, he is not likely to ask others for help 
in a 4irect way (he seems to want to aov'oid appearing dependent or inadequate). 
While others sometimes see "F" as being "calculating" or at times "shrewdly 
manipulative", he believes in relating to others primarily on a person-to-person 
basis, and he is likely to fall back upon a demanding, calculating or manipu
lative approach when and if he feels a Eet'son-to-person basis of relating does 
not exist. 
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II. 'Now please go back through the six descriptions of 
youngsters and select the youngster you feel or 
think you would probably ~t enjoy doing things 
~jth or spending time with, After making your first 
selection, give the person administering the question
naire the letter that corresponds ~ith the paragraph 
that describes this youngster. Then do the same for 
your second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth selections. 

Ill. The final thing we would like you to do in reference 
to the six different descriptions of youngsters is 
to select the youngster you feel or think you would 
probably be most able to help (that is) make a posi
tive difference to, meet the needs of) relieve the 
problems of). After making your first selection, 
give the person administering the questionns:ire the 
letter that corresponds with the paragraph that des
cribes this youngster. Then do the same for your 
second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth selections. 
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r.:;;eml; Answer Weight Score 

" 1 -1 
,:1 2 0 
J 4 3 0 lJ 4 1 ./; 

1 1 1 
:1 - 0,,_ 2 

~ 
-8 3 0 

4 -2 
1 1 

,i!: 2 0 t 

I 19 3 0 
4 -1 , ,I 

U 
1 -1 
2 

.... 
0 

u-
28 :r .~-- ~ . .,... 

0 
4 2 
1 1 

f~ 2 0 'I 

( , 32 3 0 
1, . 

4 -1 ! 1 -1 
2 0 

~J 53 3 0 
4 1 

:1 1 -2 
" 2 0 
';;1 60 3 0 

4 2 
! 1 -1 
l 2 0 

61 3 0 -4 1 
, 

Total 

1 
11inimum 

Acceptable 
Score +2 

"Good" +4 

SCORING ltEY FOR 
FOSTER PARENT PREFERENCE SURVEY (FPPS) 

CTP-Group Home Revision 

It . 
CTS* 

~eight Score Item# 
.. 3 
-1 11 
_1 
3 16 
3 
1 23 

-1 
-4 26 
3 
1 J 30 

-1 
-3 36 
-3 
-1 ,f.~6 

1 
4 SO 
3 
1 

-1 
-3 
",3 
-1 

1 
3 

-4 
-1 
1 
4 

-3 
-1 
1 
3 

* 

+2 , 

+4 

Name ----------------------=-Test 
Date 

---------------------------

"A ~jzains t " 
Answer Weight 

1 -2 
2 0 
I -1 
2 0 
1 -1 
2 0 
1 -1 
2 0 
1 -1 
2 0 -1 -1 
2 0 
1 -1 
2 0 
1 -1 
2 0 

Total 

Maximum 
Acceptable 

Score 

1 

Score -6 

CTS* 
Weight Score 

-4 
-1 ---2 
-1 
-2 
:el 
-2 
-1 
-2 
··1 
-2 
-1 
-2 
-1 
-2 
-1 

'* 

-8 ----

t 
f -- --

';f* CTS ~ Alternate Scorin8 Weights: to be 
" fined 8S: 2 t s + 3' 8 • • t leae t 8!S"X. of a1 

used if there is a "Central Tendency Set" (De
--1 SDI8"'_' on this 61 items inventory.) (T. Palmer 

e sc,orin8 system for group home candidates only.) reVision of C. Je.ne •• • Pre.ton form - u. 

DTED 5/68 
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FPPS SCORING KEY 

I. "For II 

. ~ I! CTS* 
, Itemif Answer v:eight ' Score Weight! Score 
i 1 1 ! 3 I . 

I I 
I 2 I o I 

, 
1 

15 3 ! -01 -1 i 

: I If -1 -3 
I 

1 -1 ~-3 
2 0 '·-1 

I 

3 I 0 1 I 

iii =E~I 
2 I 0 ,t--1 

----7Z-,+-~t-·· =; I 

I 22 

I 

32 

I 1 '1 .3 
I 

I 
_2_.-...;.._0 1 

I 

43 
I 
I , 

j 

3 I ~ 1_1 

~ __ ~4 __ !:~-1~ __ ~!~~-~3-: __ ~ 
1 , -2 -4 I 
2 0 -1 

3 : 0 1 1 
I 

46 1 

I 
! 
~ ____ ~4 __ ~1 __ ~1~1 . ___ 4-.! __ ~3-+1 ____ ~ 

__ 1_-i-i __ 1~1 I 3 
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I 

: 50 

I 1 -1 I -3 

2 0 1_---=1~ 
I 3 0 1 

I 

, 

I 4 I 1-- 3 
I 1 -1 -3 I 

1-----1 
I 2 0 . -1 I 

3 0 I if--r-i 60 
~ ___ ~_4~~_~1~ ______ ~' __ ~3-4i _____ 1 

1 . -1 I -3 ! 

61 ; : ~ ':+-1 
4 I 1 r---:r-1 

~----~~--~--=~~- --4---~4-----~ 
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Acceptable 

Score 
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+3 

+5 

II * L------.l 

+'3 

+5 

II. 

Item/f. 

3 

8 

27 

40 

56 

"Against" 

Total L __ ....jj 

Maximum 
Acceptable 

Score 

* CTS = Alternate Scoring Weights: to be used if there is a Central Tendency Set 
Hned as 2' s + 3' s = at leas t 85% of all answers on this 61 items inventory.) 

~---f , 20 

-10 

(De-

! 48 
I 
! 

I, f 49 

I 

"I 
t 

1 -1 -3 
2 0 -1 
3 0 1 
4 1 3 
1 1 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
1 1 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 

1---1_ 
~--,l=--, "'_ 

0'" 
-1 

2 
1 
o 

-1 

(Con't) 

1 
I CTS = Alternate Scoring Weights: 
~ined as: 2's + 3's = at least 85% 

FPPS SCORING KEY 

I 

NallIle -'---

II. "Against" 

," 
CTS* 

r=~r7:.=r:-.::; .. :':J~~:.;::..::::..::..:::+W:!.:e:::..:i~Lght Sc ore 
-1 

Item/F IAnswer W~,ight Sc:ore 
3 Q.- -2 -1 

_1-+----l 
2 4 -1 

3 0 

r-~~~~-r--~4----+_---2~r----~ 
-2 -1 

6 4 -1 
1 -1 

,~~~--__ -~~--~1~~-----~ 
-1 
-2 -1 
-2-+----~ 

11 2 () 

3 0 
22 4 -1 

1 -1 
-1 25 2 0 

3 0 -1-+-----1 

31 4 -1 
3 0 

-2 
-1 -+------1 

32 4 -2 
1 -1 

36 2 0 
3 0 

-2 -+----l 

~~-r-~-+--~_+--~--~1~r_---~ 
-1 -i 

-4 

45 4 -2 
1 -1 

___ r-_-4~r-__ ~ 

47 2 0 
1 -1 

-2 -I 
r-~-~~-+--~~---~_-~1~r--___ 4 

-2 
53 2 0 

3 0 
55 4 -1 

1 -1 
60 2 0 

Total 
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Acceptable 

Score -9 . 

-1 -i 
-l-+--~ 

t--_""':2:--1 
- 2 -+-------1 

I~--....;:l;;.. 

-t-------l 

* 

-11 
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CFC n Concluded 

"For" (Con It)' 

CTS* 
:L temlfo n swer Weight Score Weijl;h~ Score 

54 

58 

61 

* CTS = 
fined a 

1 -1 .,.2-
2 0 -1 
3 0 0 
4 0 1 
1 1 2 

" 0 1 2 
3 0 0 
4 0 -1 
1 1 :3 
2 0 1 
3 0 -1 
4 -1 -3 

Total * 1...--___ 

Minimum 
Acceptable 

+3 Score --
"Good " +5 

-1·'-

Alternate Scoring weights: 
s: 2's + 3's = at least 85% 

+3 

+5 

to be used if there is a "Central Tendency Set" 
of !ll answers on this 61 items inventory. ) 
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I teraf~ 

39 

48 

Answer Weight 
1 1 

L2 0 
3 0 
4 -2 
1 -1 
2 0 
3 0 
4 1 

Total 
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Acceptable 

Score 

"Good'! 
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3 
1 

-1 
-4 
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1 
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... --
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7 
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2 0 
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3 0 
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1 1 
2 0 
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1 1 
2 0 
3 0 
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3 0 
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Total 

Minimum 
Acceptable 

Score 
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Score +3 
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CTS* 
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-1 
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3 
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34 

39 

44 

S3 

58 

IAnswer We1.ght 
1 ~1 

'2 0 
1 -1 
2 0 
1 -1 
2 0 
1 -1 
2 0 
1 -1 
2 0 

.~ 

1 -1 
2 0 
3 0 
4 -1 
J. -2 
2 0 
3 0 
4 " -L., 

1 -1 
2 0 
1 -1 
2 0 

Total 

Maximum 
Acceptable 

-
S~,ore 

""" 

.--

Score -7 

--CTS~'f 

Wei~ht Sco~_L 
-2 
-1 
-2 
-1 
-2 
-1 
~2 

-1 
-2 
-1 
-2 
-1 
-1 
-2 
-4 
-1 
-1 
-4 
-2 
-1 
-2 
-1 

* 

-10 

lk CTS ... Alternate Scoring Weights: to be UlStild if there is a I'ICentra1 Tendency Set" 
(lDefined as: 2' 8 + 3' s • at least 851. of ill answers on this 61 items inventory,) 
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1. "For" 

Iteinfl !Answer Weight Score 
1 1 
2 0 

7 3 0 
4 -2 
1 -1 
2 0 

18 3 0 
4 1 
1 -1 
2 0 

22 3 0 
4 0 
1 1 
2 0 

25 3 0 
4 -1 
1 2 
2 0 

26 3 0 
4 -2 
1 1 
2 0 

34 3 0 
4 -2 
1 2 
2 o ~_ 

41 3 0 
4 -2 
1 1 
2 0 

47 3 0 
4 0 
1 1 
2 0 

55 3 0 
4 -1 

FPPS SCORING KEY 

II. 

CTS* 
~leight Score Item//: 

3 
1 3 

-1 
-4 5 
-3 
-1 13 

-.~ 
3 14 

-2 
-1 16 
0 
1 24 
3 
1 31 

-1 
32 

r-'''' 
-3 
4 
1 39 

-1 
-4 40 

3 
1 42 

-1 
-4 50 
4 

Name _____________________ __ 

- ,J r.. "Forti 
I 

"Agains ttl 

~nswer We i&h t Score 
3 0 ,-
4 -1 
3 0 
4 -1 
1 -1 
2 0 
1 i -1 
2 0 
1 -1 
2 0 

t--L.J ··1 
. 2 I 0 

1 -1 
2 0 
3 0 
4 -1 
1 -2 
2 0 
3 0 
4 -1 
j 0 
4 -1 
3 0 
4 -1 
1 1 

-j. 

f 
j i 

CTS* III 
Weight Scorel' 

:~ 1~ 

=~ 'I'll, -1 ','", 

=~ fll 
-1 ~,' 

-4 U 
-1 i"t, ~ll f-".:.I:-
-2 :t I 

~ =~ fl 
-2 '", I 

Itemll 

51 

59 

J 

IAnswer Weight 
1 -1 
2 0 
3 0 
j 1 
1 1 

~- 0 
3 0 
4 0 

Total 

Minimum 
Acceptable 

Score 

"Good \I 

51 2 0 1 
-1 

1f..---...::,2,,.. if 
L..-::..=.. ___ oL-.-=---L_,.....:~I--_ ___I~--...;,j"." !, 

i I,' t 
-4 
3 
1 
0 

-1 
Wi' 

3 
1 

-1 
-3 

(Con't) 

Total 

Maximum 
Acceptable 

Score -7 

'~rl 
·1 ':f -9 ----I: I 

11 

I 

me, Concluded 

. (Cem\:) 

_,~C;:~· 

CTS* 
Score Weight Score 

-3 
-1 
1 
3 
2 
1 
0 

-1 

+3 

+6 

* 

+3 

+6 

to be used if there is a "Central Tendency StitU (De
of all answers on this 61 items inventory.) 

* CTS ... Alternate Scoring Weights: to be used 1£ there is a "Central Tendency Set" 
fined as: 2' s + 3' s ... tit least 85% of a~l answers on this 61 items inventoxy.) 

[' l. CTS a Alternate Scoring Weights: 
f fined as: 2'9 + 3's - at least 8St 

(De- lJ -63-
-62-
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DESCRIPTIONS OF TREATMENT PERSONNEL INVENTORY 

General Introduction 

This inventory contains 52 items, each of whi~h is to be rated 
relative to the given individual. There are 5 separate sections to the 
inventory. Each section (A through E) contains a different set of instruc
tions. For example, sec tion A relates to comparison!? which are to be made 
between the given individual and "the typical adultH~ section B relates to 
comparisons between the individual and "the typical probation or parole 
officer"; and so on. 

These concepts and distinctions are more fully explained in the 
ins true tions ,~hich are found at the beginning of each of the 5 sec tions 
of the inventory. Be sure to carefully read the InStructions for each 

()n all items, select the response which you feel comes closest to 
describing the given individual. Rate all items, on this basis. Make 
your ratings on the separate answer sheet. For each item, the answer 
sheet numbers (1 through 5, in the case of most items) correspond to 
the numbers which you will find on the rati~'lg scales which are described 
in the instructions. 

In general, these ratings may be made by individuals who could be 
termed "knowledgeable others" - including, e.g., (a) supervisors or peers 
who have had exte'lsive or intensive contact with the given individual, 
and (b) other trained individuals who have conducted what are essentially 
non-directive (or "projective"), depth interviews ~':1.th the individual in 
question. These interviews might follow along lines indicated in the 
relatively open-ended, 29 question schedule which has been. described in 
the Connnunity Treatment Project Research Report illS, Part 1, pp. 76-79. 
In using this interview relative to th~ present ratings, it is important 
that the interviewer !!.2E supply (to the intervie1Alee) any of the dimensions 
or variables which are involved in the items which comp~ise this inven
tory. If and when the interviewee spontaneously brings up any given 
dimension, item, or concept, the interviewer should then be careful to 
not give particular "reinforcement" to - or openly attach special "value" 
or significance to - the given dimensions and concepts, during the course 
of the interview • 
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1968 
Form 1 

Community Treatment Project 
Ted Palmer 

"1' "':. 

Part A 
·Ins truc tions 

On items #1 ,through #20, compare the individual with your picture of the 
typical adult of his or her own se~.* (Do ~ compare the individual with 
most probation or parole officers.) 

Please rate the individual on the following, 5-point scale. 

1 = Far more than most; 
extreme " .' 

2 :I More than most 

3 :I About average (50/50) 

4 = Less than most 

5 :I Far less than most; 
extreme 

Examples of the use of the scale: On item #2 (see next page), if you rate 
the individual as being extremely "stubborn", or far more stubborn than 
mos t adul ts, you should then mark a "1" on the answer sheet for item in. 
If, instead, you rate the individual as being extremely "pliable", or far 
less stubborn than most adults, you then should mark a "5" on the answer 
sheet. Other numbers on the scale (2, 3, and 4) represent intermediate 
points along the 'stubborn/pliable' dimension. 

Note: On all items in Parts A, B, and C of this inventory, the first par 
of the sentence (e.g., "stubborn") refers to the lower numbers (1, 2, e.g 
on the scale. The second part of the sentence (e.g., "pliable") refers t 
the higher numbers (4, 5, e.g.). 

Thus, in the example shown above, the scale can be visualized as follows: 

1 
stubborn 

2 3 
pliable 

4 5 

t . ) 
0 

A second example: On item rFla. if you consider the indiv'idual to be more 
exacting than most adults, you then should mark a "2u on the answer sh~!et 
If you consider him to be less exacting than most adults (or, more easy
Boing than most adults), you tfhould mark a "4". If you feel he is about 
~veraBe on the exacting/easygoing scale - i.e., about the same as the 
typical adult - then mark a "3", and so on, for other numbers on the scale. 

Form 1 

~-----------------------~"-----------------------------------------------------* The "typical adult" is f.requently 
composite (or, averaged-together) 
observed types of individuals. 

conceived in terms of some kind of 
picture of several, more commonly 

For the most part, try to focus upon adults who are about 25-40 years of 
age. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

w:zxz::.= 

compare with adults 

Feela Anxiety About His Own Life vs. Does Not 

In regard to the present and/or near future. "Very 
much": may see self, e.g.; in midst of considerable 
personal conflict. Less extreme: may have a number 
of realistic worries - financial, etc. - problems 
which may not be transitory, but over which he feels 
somewhat more control or understanding. (003) 

Stubborn vs. Pliable 

"Very much~: pliable, e.g., easily swayed by opinions 
or demands of others; changeable; may "temporize" 
often. Less extreme: is open to new ideas - new 
approaches; "let's give it a try" attitude; willing 
to admit he made a mistake and do something about 
it (not just give 'lip service'). Opposite: dogged, 
immovable. (007) 

Pleasant vs. Unple&sant 

"Pleasant", e.g., enjoyable being with; easy to talk 
with, etc. ( ••• as, e.8., in the case of someone who 
was known on a casual acquaintance basis). (0081-032) 

Modest vs. Immodest 

"Modes tyll - reserve: is not necessarily ''humble'' or 
self-minimizing in the compensatory sense of false 
modesty. "Immodest", e.g.: & ''know-it-all''; gives 
impression that "you can't tell me anything". Not 
necessarily overboasting. Also "immodest": 
consciously or not, tries to build self up, e.g., 
via exaggerated claims of success: "all my 
re\:;ommendations are followed"; "I never get a 
complaint" (spoken in all seriousness). "Very much" 
immodest i1l1cludes: vain, easily flattered, feels 
superior. (010) 

Is Aggressive (as distinguished from assertive) vs. Not 
Aggressive 

Distinguish from assertive - in terms of former's 
mo~e definite presence of hostility toward the 
object(s) of the action, or more self-conscious 
disregard for feelings of any individuals con
c~rned. Thus, "aggressive" refers more to the 
attitude, whereas "assertive" focuses on descrip
tion of the action. 
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(020) 

6. 

7. 
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! 8. 
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I 11. 
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compare with adults 

"Asks For" Submission From Others vs. Does Not 

Consciously or not "asks for" in the sense that 
things seem to end up that way, fairly regularly; 
this is what he probably gets, or is left with, in 
relationships. Relationships which he describes, 
in which he plays a part, appear marked by the issue 
of one peirson's knuckling under t!O another. (021) 

Patient VB. ImEatient 

How person usually expresses, or portrays, himself 
(a) during the interview, and (b) in connection with 
his deltcriptions of his interac tions with other.s. (035) 

Interesting vs. Uninterestinga 

E.g., "real interesting", "an interesting personality", 
someone a youngster (not necessarily an adult) might 
want to ''know more about", personally. 

Self-Confident vs. Lack Of Self-Confidence 

Use common definitions and connotations. 

Resourceful vs. Helplessb 

'tTJery much": seems like a re,sourceful person; has 
many irons in the fire; never seems to be in a jam 
for long; seems to have many places to turn. 
Opposite: feels swamped; is at wits end if usual 
outer resources (or routines) break down, are 
chs.nged, etc. First thought of.ten is "there is 
nowhere to turn". Less extreme: may have 
difficulty operating on own, without structure or 
close guidance. 

Sense Of Humor. vs. Humorless 

''Humorless'' includes being 'very serious - most 
always', 8S well as 'dry'. 

(037) 

(038) 

(040) 

(041) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------.--------------------krophasize youths '/clients , view of officer/treatment person. 
t'o! 
bl 
.~8pec,ial1y in relation to youths/clients. 
I 
i 
t -67-
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12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

a 

compare with adults 

Has "Been Around" vs. Rather Sheltereda 

Would mos t youngs ters feel he has "really lived "? 
... ,and/or has had experiences similar to those the 
youngsters believe really important to have had? (043) 

Enthusiastic vs. Bored 

In general, not, e.g., just with his work. "Very 
much" bored, would include lIblase" - nothing much 
gets to him one way or the other j has "seen it all", 
and acts this way. Opposite extreme - exuberance -
would be indicated by, e.g., extremes of emotional 
reactivity (not hypersensitivity, or lability), or 
statements such as "it was just fabulous", "I was 
absolutely amazed", "they were delighted - in 
rapture". As vs. "blase" ... seldom expecting much 
and seldom noticeably disappointed (as, e.g., in 
the case of another person who might be easily 
"let down", "let down hard"). Less extreme: vigor, 
spirit. (045) 

Is Original, Conceptually ... vs. Unoriginal, Imitative 

Refer~ essentially to concepts; thus, distinguish 
from conformity vs. nonconformityll as re: behavior, 
attitudes, etc. In coding .' if person appears 
imaginative - do not consider whether the ideas 
seem very sound, very practical, etc. (051) 

Overdramatizes vs. Underplays 

Overdramatizes; may be melodramatic. 

Judge essentially from verbalizations and/or 
behavior during interview. 

Conveys Quality Of Force, Ardour vs. Passive, Lethargic 

"Bnergy"; conveys quality of force, ardour. Some
what opposite: mild, unforceful. 

(066) 

Judge essentially from person's approach to interview-
situation. (069) 

Emphasize youths' /clients' viel" of officer/treatment person. 
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compare with adults 

Conveys Sense Of Haste, Urgency, Impatience vs. 
Ease, Leisure, Calm 

Sense of urgency, push, hurry. More extreme: 
restlessness, impatience, much hurry, may be 
an alarmist. Vs.: leisure, ease,calmj seldom 
gets "all worked, up". 

Exacting vs. Easygoingb 

"Very exacting", e.g.,: allows for, or provides, few 
or no alternatives; might, e.g., insi.st on one 
specific thing until the other individual "comes 
through" or "gives in". May also be uncompromising 
as to ~ p,ersonal standards and/or objectives. 
Dis tinguish ft'om vigorous, forceful, domineering. 
Distinguish from "stubborn" - which emphasizes 
holding onel's own regardless of the issue; "exacting" 
emphasizes policy with respect to particular issues, 

(070) 

standards. (135) 

Tough-Minded VE. Tender-Mindedb 

Thick-skinned vs. feelingful. Inwardly compassionate, 
tender, ctmdolingj vs. hard-unbending. Refers to the 

'inner attitude, regardless of how it is expressed 
overt'lYj thus, "very much tenderminded": 8asily moved, 
easily touched, very sympathetic ... va. 'very much 
tough-minded": impassive, "apparently insensible". 
Individual may be perceptive yet impassive, or be 
easily moved yet not be too perceptive. Distinguish 
from (8) empathy, (b) strictness-leniency. (137) 

Outspoken vs. Reticent To Express His Views 

In coding, estimatl! beyond pf!rson's approach to the 
present interview situation, etc. (139) 

i ~b--------~---------------------------------------------------------------! Especially in relation to youths/clients. 
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Part B Instructions 

On items-#2l through #32, compare the individual with your picture of the 
!y'pical parole or probation officer (and, to a lesser extent, with other 
professional persons as well), of his or her own sex.* (Do not compare 
the individual with the typical .. adult - i.e., with the "man (woman)-in
the-street". 

Please rate the individual on the following, 5-point scale. 

1 a Far more than most; 
extreme 

2 = More than most 

3 a About average (SO/50) 

4 ~ Less than most 

5 a Far less than most; 
extreme 

Example of the use of the scale: On item 122 (see next page), if you feel 
that the ~lndividu.al provides youths/clients with more explanations of the 
things he is doing than does the ty~icQi officer, you then should mar~ a 
"2" on the answer sheet. If you felel he gives about the same amount of 
explanation as the typical officer Jrou should mark a "3"; if you feelhe 
given less explanation than the tYP1.cal officer you should mark a "4"; 
and so on. 

* As was the case with "the typical adult", the typical officer will have 
to be thought of in terms of some kind of composite (or, avera~ed-together) 

picture of several, more commonly observed tYFes of individuals. 
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21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

Is Threatening va. Not Threateninga 

compare with parole -
probation officers 

"Very much" would include, e.g. ~ relatively frequent 
(Le., relative to "total amount of activity") use of 
ultimata, with an immediate aim of frightening the 
youngsters/clients - regardless of longer range goals. 
In coding, stress modus operandi of person, not 
persona1ity ..• (e.g., an ominous, menacing personality 
on first appearance). 

Explains Why Thi,ngs Are Done Or Not Done vs. Does. Notb 

Use common definitions and connotations. 

Sens~.ve vs. Misses Meanings 

Sensitive to interpersonal goings-on, e.g., sensitive to 
others; perceptive, alert to, say, the correct meaning 
of other persons' actions. Do not code in terms of 
whether officer (treatment person) appears sensitive 
personally to the feelings, opinions of others toward 
himself, as vs. his or her being "impervious" to those 
feelings; opinions. 

Is Understanding Of Youths' Worldj Can Talk Their Language: 
Is "Up" On Things ("Understanding") vs. Is Not 

Is understanding of youths; can, e.g., talk their 
language, see things from their point of view; knows 
what's going on in youths' world. Not necessarily 
"likes" or "disl'Lkes" youths. l'Iay use adolescent;,. 
community jargon. 

Intellectually Rigid vs. Intellectually Flexible 

E.g., of "adapti.ve" or flexible: can look at thinns 
from other angles, switch frames of reference, consider 
other side of picture with real understanding of ithe 
interests involved there. 

(017) 

(028) 

(036) 

(047) 

(049) 

~----------------~,.--.----------------------~-----------------------------------------------------~---a- '.' 
Emphasize youths '/clients , view of officer/treatment person. 

b 
Especially in relation to youths/clients. 
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26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

, : 

Has A Broad Perspective vs. Does Not 
< 

compare with parole -
probation officers 

"Perspective", e.g.: has broad grasp of problems, not only 
in his own field, but of social situation generally - of 
factors and forces (historical, etc.) at play. "Grasp" 
implies considerable depth of understanding, over and 
beyond a broad awareness .'pf issues; some :i.nterrelating 
and integration of the data is important here. Distinguish 
from whether or not coder generally agrees with the 
perceptions/evaluations involved. Oppodte: appears quite 
narrow, limited in point of view •.. with no indication of 
formerly having had considerable perspective, but then 
(later) having derived present point of reference, or 
scope of reference. Dis tinguish from "inte11ec tua11y 

'rigid vs .••. adaptive", and from "stubborn vs" pliable". (052) 

Focuses Upon Youths' Doing Things vs. Upon Thinkil1,S About 
Things 

Use common professional definitions and connotations. (079-081) 

Tells Youngsters What To Do and Whut Not To Do vs. Does Not 

Extremes would inc lude: ,rhighly s truc turing", tries to 
run their life (in detail). Average: orients youths re 
what to expect, and re what the officer (treatment person), 
in general, requires or would prefer. (088) 

Moralistic Approach To Job vs', Pragmatic, Expedient Approach 

E.g., operates in a conceptual framework of "right and 
wrong", "abstract good vs. abstract bad". Opposite: 
framework cons is ts of "exped ifm ts and workab les~'; 
standards often rely on consensus. 

Wants To Protect Youngster Against Society VS. Wants To 
Protect Society Against Youngs~ 

"3" = tries to integrate, protect, and/or represent 
both interests equally. -Distinguish "protecting" 
from "representing". 
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31. 

32. 

compare with parole -
probation officers 

Important For Him To !eel Youths Do Improve vs. Not Important 

"Improve" in terms of the officer's (treatment person's) 
own criteriA; for example: "improve~', "feel better", 
"become happier". \'ery much: would be genuine ly unhappy 
should this not occur. Opposite: is seemingly unconcerned -
(as distinguished from defensively indifferent) - over 
youths' not getting better, or getting worse. (126) 

Differentiates ••. vs. Does Not~ifferentiate Between Rejectiua 
The Youth's Behavior And Rejecting The Youth As A Person 

••• ''behavior'' ~ whether involvbj,.g delinquent activities 
or not. 
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Part C Ins truc tions. 

On items ~~rough 146, simply rate the individual in terms of your own, 
personal deft ;~ions, beliefs, or understandings of what is involved in the 
given item. \.,JU do !!2! need to compare the individual with "t'he typical 
parole/probation officer", or with "the typical adult", in the case of 
these items. -Simply rate him in terms of your own, personal standards -
whatever or whomever they may have reference to.) 

Please rate the individual on the following, 5-poirit scale. 

1 = Very much; 
very true 

2 = More so than not; 
more true than not 

3 = 50/50; or, ambivalent 

4 = Less so than not; 
more untrue than not 

5 II'?> Very little; 
very untrue 

Examples of use of the scale: 
"enjoying youths i activities ll 

the answer sheet. If you see 
YOll should mark a "5". Other 
intermediate points along the 

(Also, e.g.: strongly holds this view; 
extremely characteristic and/or 
conspicuous; highly applicable) 

(Also, e.g.: generally fa\'or5 this view) 

(Also, e.g.: believes or has 'about an 
equal amount of both') 

(Also, e.g.: generally opposes this view) 

(Al$o, e.g.: strongly opposes this view; 
not at all characteristic; not at all 
applicable) 

,"'-

On item #33, if you see the individual as 
very much, you then should tnark a "1" on 
him as enjoying; those tiC t1vities very little,. 
numbers on t,he scale (2,3, and 4) represent 
d imens :hm . 

A second example: On item #44, if you feel this individual is somewhat mote 
aware of the nature of his own emotional ~esponses to youths than he is 
'i:iilaW'a're of them, you then should mark a "2" on the answer sheet. If you 
feel that the reverse is true, you should mark a "4". If your feelings are 
even stronger on this item, (e.g., it the individual appears to be either 
extrem\~ly aware, or extremely unaware, of the nature and meaning of his 
emotior,\al responses to youths), you should mark a "1" or a "5"- wlHchever 
the case might be. 

A third example: On item #39, if you feel that the role which this individual 
generally sees himself as wanting to play re18~ive to youths/clients is ~ 
much th~l\t of a "big brother" (or - in the case of female subjects - a ''big 
sister"), you should mark a "1". If you feel that this is nEt at all. 
characteristic of the role he wants to play, you should mark a "5". Other 
numbers on the scale (2,3, and 4) re,present intermediate points alonlg the 
d imel.'ls ion. 
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33. 

',I ' , 
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, ! 34. 

35" 

36. 

37. 

compalt'e vs. coder's 0\\.'l1 

standards and beliefs 

, 
, , 

En1qys Youths Activities (~obbiesJ Sports, etc~ys. Not 
VetY Interes te~' In Them ' 

Enjoys the acti.vities of youths as a group ... whether 
or not he exp'resses any such interes t t<) the Y()1.H:hs 
directly or verbally. 

Basically Satisfied With Own Society vs. Basically 
~atisfied 

Views re pverall health (and pot(mtial) of this society, 
in general. "Very much" dissatisfied: society may, e.g., 
be portrayed as diseased - widespread maJ.adjustment or 
deterioration; VB. society may be portrayed as vigorous 
and progressive - youngsters can find happiness in it. 
Emphasize present~ not distant: future. 

Is Critical Of Middle-Class Standards V8. Acc~ting 

Stress definitions - (implicit and/or 'exp1icit~ 
culturally promulgated definitions) - of success for 
early or middle adulthood (e.g., home, marriage, upward 
mobility). E.g., of "very critical": the standards are 
seen as really distasteful or limiting. 

typically ~kes "Relative il (Qualified) Statements vs. 
"Absolute" (Unconditional) Statements 

Absolute: makes continual dogmatic statements, absolute 
judgments. Average: can make strong statements, yet 
admits exceptions and modifications. ~osite: ~valuates 
neArly everything in context; seldom makes statement 
without adding qualifiers. 

(Judge from in,ter'lTiew statements alone.) 

Concern WithJouth As An IndiyiduaL'lIs. With Laws And Rules 

Concerned with youth As an individual vs. concerned with 
seeing that youth does not break laws and r~ .•• or, 
also, that the youth be very aware of, and orients his 
life around, rules and around conforming to standardized 
an~ rather stereotyped expectations. 
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38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

4,2. 

43. 

compare vs. coder's own 
standards a~d b~liefs 

~on's Own View Of Role: Friend 

Role he generally sees self as wanting to fUl and/or 
carry out in his work with yguths. (The role may also 
be p~rt of the person's sslf"image.) . 

Person's Own View Of Role: Big Brother (Or Big Sister) 

Role he generally sees self as wanting to fill and/or 
carry out in his work with youths. (The role may also 
be part of the person's self-image.) 

,:;O.::.f.::.f .::.ic=.e:::.;r:"/k,:P:.,;e:.,:r:.:'s:.:on:,:;. ::...;;:S~e;.;:t.::;s--=.T;::he.::;....;P:.;a:::.;c:::.:/2..::..~ ....;v:.:s;;..:.:.....:;A:,:l;.:l;.:C1W:.::.:;S--::,y.::.O.::.u.;:.t h;:.:.s=--.T:.o;:;....;S;;..:e:.;t;;....::Th;:.::.:.;e;.....;;;P_B-.c! 

When interacting with youths, who sets the pace? 
Code as.til,l1ows: 1· person only, 2 ... person mainly, 
:3 IZI 50150, 4 = youngster mainly, 5 ... youngster only. 

Pers at} " S Own View Of Role: Pol iceman 

Role he generally sees self as wanting to fill and/or 
carry out in his work with you~:hs. (The role may also 
be par~ of person's self-image.) 

Effect Of Religious Orientation Or Beliefs Is Positive vs. 
Is Negative 

Effect of religious training, church attendance, etc.! is -
explicitly or implicitly - considered to have what effect 
on (primarily) .a,dol~scent behavior, and (secondarily) upon 
overall personality development? (Emphasize: the· instilling 
of precepts - ot~ guides to nc tion - which ch.im supernatural 
validity. ) 

Feels His Work Is O!.j~an Be Of Value vs. Disillusioned With Its 
Value 

Overall feeling.13 of potentia! value/importance to others, 
in his work, feels he personally can offer things of 
value t~ most youngsters; vs.: thinks his work makes 
little or no real differeneej may genuinely doubt the 
'Worth of the cctneept of "preventing delinquency", or 
t'ne concept of treatment, etc., as regards its "alue t:o 
ye1ut;hs or to sc>ciety in general. Doe!:! he feel probation, 
ot' parole - (01:: role of fos t~r home, in the case of 
pOl':entl.al group or fos ter home parents) - under current 
conditions as he sees thE:m - issO'lDeth:Lng which, in his 
hands, can be [!lore helpful (or meaningful) than harmful 
:(or l1Ieaninglesll)? :.- '" 
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(099) 

(100) 

(103) 

(106) 

(109) 

(124) 

44. 

45. 

46. 

o 

compar.~ va. coder's own 
standard~ and beliefs 

Is Aware Of His OWn Emoti~a1 ReMc tiona T,2 YoutJ\S vs. Not AwarQ~ 

"Not aware" includes - in varying degrees - having 
"rejected the possibility, the extent, or the intensil"y" 
of his emoHonal reactions to youths (individually and/or 
collectively) . 

Generally, People Can Be Believed, Tak~n At Face Value vs. 
Generally Can it 

Rel~ers to other individuals' statements of intentions. 
Opposite: must look I~ay beneath the surface for the real 
message", for the thing to respond to. 

DHferentiates Between Behavioral And Emotional Changes In 
fouths vs. Does Not Differentiate 

(131) 

(132) 

(133) 
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Part ,12 Instructions 

Items fF47 throu,h 150: r6f~r to the indj,vidual's personal beliefs about what 
might be needed essential/desirable* - or., on the other hand, what he might 
regard as bein~ unnecessary and/or undesirable* - in connection with his own 
work with youths/clients. The items refer not only tlo what the individual 
might or might not believe or eX2ect, but also to things (activities, 
processeo) which the individual either might or might not actually attempt 
to bring about, or carry out, when and if he has the opportunity to do 80.** 

r-----------....,...--------------."'~j~ 

On items fF47 through 150~ &imply rate the individual in terms of your own 
definitions, beliefs, or understandings of the given item - just as you did 
in the case of items fl33 through #46. (Once agai.n, you do not need to 
compare the individual with "the typical parole/probation officer", or with 
lithe typical adult", in the case of these items. 

Please rate the individual on the following, 4-point scale. 

1 III Holds this view to a markod degree; 
considers it essential 

2 .. Holds this vi.ew to a modente degree; 
view somewhat preser.tj cantributing 
h.ctor in treatment, but not essential 

3 IS Does not hold this view; this factor 
makes little or no diffennce; would 
not try to do so; holds this view only 
slightly; slight or non~; does not; 
would not 

4 os Holds opposing view; oppolles doing BO; 

,(does or would try to do .)pposite) 

;-
Whether in connection with (a) major and/or long-range treatment objectives, 
(b) Significant, intermediate goals/means-to-ends, or (c) both (a) and (b). 

** When rating these iter.ns, the emphasis will often have to be placed upon the 
individual's apparen.t beliefs, conv"lc tiO\l\s, or expec tatione. This will 
occur primarily as a result of iniufficient observations of his actual 
behavior. Nevertheless, even wf behavioral observations are available, be 
gure Ito rate the indivilliual on apparent belids lind expectations, as wdl. 
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use 4 point scale compare vs. coder's own 
standards and beliefs 

Examples of y~e,of the scale: On item #49, if - to a marked degree - the 
individual appears to hold the view thalt "rapid, maj or changes" can be 
expected in youths/clients - or that it is essential that such changes 
be brought about - you then should mark Ii "1". If he does not hold this 
view you should mark a "3" on the anSW!!l' sheet; and, if he holds the 
mo's~te view you should mark "4". 

A second example: On item fF50, if - to t.\ moderate degree - the individual 
trie~ to develop, or considers it somewhat important (but not essential) to 
develop, "strong dependency relationships with youths/clients", you then 
flhould mar.k a "2" on the answer sheet. If he feels that relationships of 
this n~ture make little Qr no difference in treatment, you should mark "3"; - --
and so on. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

Tries To Build Youths:' Trust III Him/Her 

Accepts Youths' ¥eelings 

Distinguish 'accepts' from 'approves o{' - or 
'encourages expression of" - the feelings; also 
distinguish it from 'shows confidence in 1 youths. 

Expects Rapid, Major (Relatively, ple~nent) Changes In 
Youths, In Connection With Treatmell!!.-

Whether behavioral, attitudin\al, or emotional. •. and t 

regard less of the !!!!!. of cba\t1ge (school, friends, 
etc. ) • (Code re degree to Whllch this - "rapid, 
major •.. changes" - represents a major treatment 
objec tive.) 

Tries To Develop Strong Dependency Relationships 

•.• in the therapeutic sense of ~positive transference'; 
e.g., 'regressive' and/or fantasy-dominated demands or 
expectations and satisfactions. c 

eIn the case of group home or foster home candidate(J or parents., substitute 
the following item f'or tl'e above: 

50. . ~ To Develop Definitive, personaliz~d Basis F~J.:, 
Int~ractiOfA With Youths, And For Youths Emoti2!1al. 
satisfaction With The Relationship -......-

Makes available (to youths) ''who he is" as a person, 
Gives youths opportunities to get to know ,~~w he 
really feels about life", ''what he thinks about things", 
etf!, Gb,fp.s youths opportunity to "latch on to" him, to 
"model seH after" him, to "identify with" him. 
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use i point scale 

Part E Instructions 

On items #51 and #52, "please rate the individual on the following, 
4- point scale. The dimen.sion (theme) in question: 

1 .. appears to be a major thellle or concern 

2 a is present to some degree; 
theme or concern is somewhat present 

3 = is not present; there is an absence, 
or virtual absence, of this theme or 
concern 

4 = is "conspicuous ly absent" in terms of 
remaining contexts or remarks; or, the 
theme/concept/concern is explicitly stated 
as being "not present"; the individual may 
express "contempt" for, ()r may clearly 
"reject", the given dimension. (Thus, in 
effect, the theme evidently does se~~ to be 
of considerable concern to the individual; 
but the individual apparently has denied 
its personal significance or has blocked
aut its existence.) 

Example of use of t.he scale: On item #51, if the concept of 'obedience' 
appears to be a major "theme" in this individual's verbalizations - or 
otherwise appears tobe a major concern to him - you then should mark 
a "1"; if this theme or concern does not appear to be pres~nt you should 
mark h\ "3"; and 80 on, for the remaining points (on the sCi,le. 

51. 

52. 

'Obedience': Ex licitl VerbaU.2t.es, Or Otherwise Mani£!!!!. 
Concern With, Theme Concept Of 'Obedience' 

Or, also'(at level of seeming denial): "Disobedience". 

Manifests 

Or, also (at level of seeming denial): ''Not Punishing". 
Also: Revenge, making one pay. B~th' themes (' punishing' , 
'revenge') have emphasis on interpersonal ••• but they 
should not: be lim:Lted to matters involving behavioral 
expression, or ev~n to thgughts concerning possible 
behavioral expression. 

(089) 

(091) 

PRE-HIRING INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR 
POTENTIAL GROUP HOME PARENTS 

INTRODUCTION: 

The purpose of our getting together is to help us to get to know you a 

little better so that we can be able to know more about where your areas 

of-interest are and how you view some things pertaining to having young-

sters placed in your home. 

Explanation of the Group Harue Project and research role. 

! am tape recording the interview, primarily for my use in the research 

psrt of the Group'Home Project. No one else will be allowed to listen to 

the-'tape. I will be meeting with Miss H. (the Coordinator) and other 

members of the Projeqt to talk. about my impressions of your views on work-

ing with youngsters and of some of the things you think'youngsters need. 

None of the questi~ms I will be asking have any "right" or "wrong" answers. 

What we are really interested in is how you, as a person, really feel at 

this point in time. Try not to answer in terms of what you feel would be 

a "right" or an appropri&te answer or in tel"mS of what you think I or some-

one else might want to hear. I ~ill try to answer any questions that you 

have at any point along the way. 

Do you have any questions right now? (If no questions, then proceed with 

the questionnaire.) 

2-67 -81-· 
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INITIAL GROUP HOME RESEARCH INTERVI8W SCHEDULE 
POR POTENTIAL GROUP HOME PARENTS 

1. Where or how did you first learn of the Youth Authority's Group Home 
Project? _ 

2. How did you Colome to ask ~o be considered as a group home parent? 

3. Whom have ,ou talked to about being a group honie parent up until today 
(both in and outside of the Youth Authority)? 

4. Wha t ,is your impre~s iOI'1 or unders tanding about where things stand right 
now so far as your possibly becoming a group home parent with the Com
munity Treatment Project is concerned? In other words, what's going to 
happen next as far as you know? 

Do You have any questions at this point? 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Pint of all, what are your feelings or thoughts about being a group 
home parent? 

a. What are your feelings or thoughts about being a ~~~ home parent 
for just ~ youngster? 

(At this point, sive interviewee leial definltions of 2!pendl~ and 
2.!..H.nguent younSl1 ters.) What .,:e your £eeUngs or thoughts about 
having dependent (as I've defineld dependent) youngsters' as compared 
to delinquent (as I've defined delinquent) youngsters ifl your ho~? 

(In conjunction with this question, a reference card -- which specifies 
six different age-groupings -- will be given to the subject.) 

Which ~ne of the following six ~se groups do you feel you would most 
~, that is, pre':!!., to have in ~,our home: (1) Under five yeari'Of 
age; (2) Between ablout five and ni.ne ye4lrs of age; (3) Between about 
ten and twelve yeat'S of age; (4) Between about thirteen and fifteen 
years 01: age; (5) Betweein about si.xteen and eighteen years of agei (6) 
Over eighteen years of age? 

a. Why, in general, do you feel YCIIU would most like, or prefer, that 
age group in your home? 

Which of the same ag~ groups ms menti~~ed in the last question do you 
£ee1 you would least!!!!., that is, l!.!pt pref~, to have in your home? 

El. t-1hy, in general, do you feel yo,~ would least like, or least prefer, 
to have that age 81roup 1n your home? 
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9. N~N, with the remaining four age groups, I'd like you to rank them in 
order from the age groups you would most like, or prefer, to have in 
your home to the age groups you would least like f:>r least prefer, to 
have in your home. (Further explain the ranking process by using the 
reference card, if necessary. Go over the completed rankings to see 
if it "sets right" with the interviewee.) 

10. What are your feelings or thoughts about having both boys and girls 
p1aced* in your home at the same time? .--

a. What are your feelings or thoughts about having either boys or 
girls (eithe]~ ~, but not the other) placed in your home? 

11. What are your £eEllings or thoughts about having or not having in your 
home youngsters of various religious backgrounds, races, etc.? (Ask 
for elaboration if this seems appropriate or necessary.) 

12. How does your spouse seem to feel about the idea of his/her becoming a 
group horne p~rent? 

a .. Do you have any guesses as to why this may be, or is, the way he/she 
seems to feel? 

13. Do you hlllve any children? Are they living at home -- ages, sexes, etc.? 
How do your children (whether living with 3rou or not) seem to feel about 
the idea of your taking youngsters into your home~ 

a. Do you have any guesses as to why this may be, or is, the way he/she/they 
seem(s) to feel? 

b. How d'J you think your children will probably respond to having young
st.ers placed in the home, and h~A d~ you feel about this? 

Are there any questions you ~ould 1ik~ to ask me at this point? (Take a pos
sible break at this point.) 

14. Would you describe in a general way the kinds of youngsters you feel you 
would resLlly want and perSOll!l1y P~!!E. to have living in your bome? 
(Give gross examples of di£fet",~nt kinds of youngsters only if this seems 
~ecessary.; and, in any event, allow for the maximum possible amount of 
free express ion which renec ts the ~terviewee' s frame of reference.). 
Could you say or speculate as to why it is that (you feel this way) this 
may be? 

*To distinguish from opposite sex, 2!!l kids. 
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15. Now would you describe in a general way the kinds of youngsters you feel 
you would really not want and personally prefer not to have living in 
your home? (Give gross examples if necessary ... etc.) 

. 
16. What do you feel or think you might or quite probably will be able to 

offer youngsters who might be living in your home? 

17. What do you feel or tM.nk you probably might not or quite probably will 
not be ab~e to offer youngsters who might be living in your home? 

18. What have been your feelings about having been (or not having been) a 
mother/father? 

19. Do you foresee any pat'ticular problems or kinds of problems, concerns or 
difficult issues arising for you if you had youngsters (whether delinquent 
or ~) placed in, or living in, your home? 

a. What would be your feelings or thoughts in this regard if all the 
youngsters that were placed in, or living in, your home were "delin-
quent" (as defined in a previous question)? -

20. All things cottsidered, do you have any reservations or doubts -- whether 
minor or major -- about becoming a group home parent? 

21-. 

22. 

a. As another example along this same line, would you have any reser
vations or doubts about becoming a foster p~rent for an individual 
youngster? 

What kinds of things do you feel would be of the greatest satisfaction 
or enjoyment to you personally when it comes to geing a gro~ home parent? 

a. What would be your feelings in regard to the same question as far as 
being a foster home parent for an individual y(.iungstel"? (F.epeat 
Question No. 21, if necessary.) 

Generally speaking, what do you feel that most sdolescent youngsters -
whether delinquent or ~ -- fundamentally~t and need -- particularly 
~? 

a. As you see it, are there any differences in regard to these funda
mental wants and needs as far as most If~linguent" (as it's been 
defined previously) adolescent youngsters are concerned? 
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23. What types of needs do you feel most adolescent youngsters have as far 
as rules are concerned? 

a. As you see it, what would be the needs of delinquent adolescent 
youngsters ss far as rules are concerned, as compared to your 
comments about youngsters in seneral? 

b. What types of rules or structure, or general expectations (or under
standings) do y~u feel you would set up or establish if you were a 
group home parent? 

24. How well, or how poorly, do you think most parents respond to -- and 
meet -- the needs of adolescent youngsters in general? 

25. How well, or h9W poorly, do you think society-in-general (that is, every
thing outside of the home and parents) responds to -- and meets -- the 
needs of adoleseent YOU1'lgsters in general? 

Do you have any questions you would like to ask me at this point? (Take a 
break in the interview.) 

26. How would you see your relationship with the Parole Agents who are assigned 
to the youngsters who might be in your home? (If necessarY, add: what 
sort of relationship do you think is called for, or would be appropriate?) 

a. How would you see your relationship with the Group Home Coordinator 
(Miss H.) (If necessary, add: same as above.) 

27. Tell me how you feel or what your thoughts are about the idea of being 
"researched"; that is, being what atn~le\'lfltl:'sOIIl\1l:,gBopif!:lmi8ht 'view as a 
"guinea pig" in that you would have to spend some time thinking about 
what you are doing, about yourself, about the way different things are 
goins or developing in your home; and the idea of your taking various 
tests and in general ,trying to describe, to someone else, the things that 
are happening in your home? 

28. Would you tell me a little bit about some of your general plans for the 
future -- including, and/or in addition to, your interest in having a 
group home? 

29. Is there anything that you would like to add to what we have talked about? 

30. This concludes the questions that I have. Do you have any questions that 
you would like to ask me? 

-;.'"",-----
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

FOLLOW-UP GROUP HOME 
PARENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

(Open-Ended) 

Can you recall what led up to your original decision to operate a group home 
and in effect become a group home parent? 

a. How do you fe-el about that decision at this point? 

b. What things have turned out pretty much as you thought they would? 

c. What things have not turned out pretty much as you thought they would? 

l~at do you enjoy about operating a group home and being a group home parent? 

a. What do you ~ enjoy about operating a group home and bei~g a group home 
parent? 

Operating a group home and being a group home parent might have brought you 
h~to new contacts that you did not have before (for example: with probation 
oi£!cers, parole officers, police, etc.). It might, for example, have had 
some effect on your relationships with neighbors, relatives and friends. 

In view of this, what do you feel the coumunity at large (for example, your 
neighbors, friends, relatives, police, etc.) shoul~ reasonably expect from 
you as a group home parent? 

a. What is ~~easonable for them to expect from you? 

How has operating a group home and being a group home parent affected your 
personal life - that is, your hr.>me life and/or your social life. As an 'ex
ample, how dl.)f!S your wife (husband) and famt!ly feel about havin~, YOlmgsters 
living in your home; and, how does the group home youngs ters' presence i.n 
your home influence your aocial contacts with friends, or pattern of recre
ation, contacts with relatives ot" the kind of plans that you and your family 
usually make for yourself? 

What basic things do you think you try to accomplish with yourlgsters who live 
in your home? 

In the case of youngsters who have lived and are living in your home, what 
do you consider to be a real change for the better, a "movelllElnt in the right 
direction", or a real improvement? 

a. What seems to be the main thing you do that you feel nelads to be done in 
order to try to bring about this kind of change or improvement? 

b. What SOl"t of basic "plan of action", if any, do you like to follow in 
order to try to bring about this kind of change or improvement? (Get 
"abstract statement" plus concrete examples. l ) 

--------------------* 
lWhat things do you find useful to do that helps to try to get this done? 
(Footnote questions are suggested follow-up questions for that particular question.) 

*Indicates points where a break can be taken (about an hour into the intervie~l). 
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7. What do you feel is reasonable for the Youth Authority and the C~~lnity Treat
ment Project to expect from you as a group home parent? (And vice versa) 

a. What do you feel is not reasonable for them to expect from you as « group 
home parent? (And v"i:'C'e versa) 

8. From your experience, how would you describe the role(s) of the parole agent(s) 
with you and the youngsters who have been, or are, living in your home? 

9. 

10. 

a. In what ways, if any, do you feel the role(s) should be any different? 

In general, how have things gone and how are things going in 'Wlorking with 
the parole agents and the Coordinator?2 

If you could do so, what changes, if 81,1y, wO~Jld you make as fiar as decision
making or respm".ibility for any of the youngsters is concerned? In other words, 
this involves the question of who has the "final" responsibility for making a 
decision where the youngster is-Concerned or where it affects you or the opera
tion of your home, and so forth. 

11. What youngsters, or "kinds" of youngsters, have y~u found to be the easiest to 
deal with? Why do you think or feel this is so? 

12. What youngs ters, or "kinds" of youngs ters, have you found to ze the ~ 
difficult to deal with? ~y do you think or feel this is so? 

13. What sorts of things in a person do you feel are really necessary for doing a 
good job in operating a group home and being a good group home parent? 

14. How do your own teenage experiences compare and contrast to those of the young
sters whom you have had living in your home? 

15. In what ways are you dealing with youngsters who have lived or are living in 
your home either differently or the same as the ways you were brought up or 
deat~ with during your own S~enage years? (Ask for some elaboration, ~r ex
amples ••• if not spontaneously offered.) 

2How - (description and/or evaluation) - have situations been handled when you and 
the parole agents differ in your points of view? 

3Is there anything di!:ferent that you would try to do or 'wlOuld not try to do with these 
youngsters if they w~~re less easy to deal with? Why do you think this might (or, if 
the individual seems to feel ~ about his statement - would) be so? 

.1, 4Is there anything different that you would try to do or would not try to do with these 
< youngsters if they were!!!! difficult to deal with? Why do you think this might (or, 

if the individual seems to feel ~ about his statement - WOUld) be so? 
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16. What do you think teenagers really want and need - particularly ~~? 

a. Now consider for a moment delinquent teenagers as a whole: in what ways 
do you think any of their wants and needs are different from those that 
you described for all teenagers in general? 

17. As you may know, we have some other"types" of group homes where either the 
kind of youngster living there or the kind of home that it is, is in some ways 
different from your horne in what it attempts to do or provide (give Its tandard" 
examples if necessary). 

18. 

In thinking of this, what have been your feelings abcut having provided the 
kind of horne that you have? 

a. Do you think you might enj oy "running" one of the other kinds of homes? 

On the basis o~ your experiences to date, what specific or general suggestions 
do you have for us as far as making the group home idea really work well or 
making it better all around? 

19. So far as the operation of your group home is concerned, what sort of goals or 
plans or ideas do you have for the future? 

20. What sort of goals or plans do you have for yourself or your family for the 
future? 
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ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR THE 
FOLLOW-UP GROUP HOME PARENT 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE* 

21. Are there auy sort of things that personally, or in any other way, seem to 
keep you from doing what you would like to do with youngsters who have lived in 
or ~ living in your home? 

a. How does this seem to actually effect the things that you try to do with 
or for them? 

22. Are there any youngsters that you have known or dealt with that seem to re
quire some sort of definite change on your part in terms of what you do with 
them or what you expect, or what you try to accomplish with them? 

23. What has been the most difficult decision that you have had ·to make, in being 
a group home parent, in dealing wi.th the youngsters who have lived in your 
home? 

a. What was it that made that decision difficult for you to make? 

24. What do you feel is the worst decision that you have ever made, in being a 
group home parent, in regard t~ youngsters who have lived in your home? 

a. How did it come about; and how did things seem to work out in the long-run? 

25. Do you see yourself - that is, as an individual or as a personality - as being 
any different outside of the time that you are a gr(~p home parent - or are 
you pretty much the same in these different sorts of situations? 

26. Consider for a moment that if you had not been a group home parent in)what ways, 
if any, do you feel that you, as an individual or as a personality, would have 
been (or would now be) any different that you are? 

27. What in your personal background or experiences do you think has been of 
benefit - that is, useful to you - in being a group home parent and in dealing 
with youngsters (for example: academ1.c training, job experiences, volunteer 
work, special interests or hobbies, etc.)? 

*Some of these may be asked by interviewer (if appropriate and if time allows) follow
ing completion of .the basic 20 questions; 2£, the interviewee can be handed this list 
and asked if there are items he would care to respond to. 
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PARENTAL ATTITUDE RESEARCH INSTRUMENT (ADAPTED) 'I\' 

INTRODUCTION 

This questionnaire has several statements about 
mothers, fathers and youngsters. We would like 
to know how you feel about each of these state
ments. 

The person administering this questionnaire will 
supply you with an answer card on which there are 
four possible responses to each statement. Indi
cate the extent to which you agree or disagree by 
g:btLng the person administering the test the num
ber that corresponds to the response that comes 
closest to how ~personally. really feel at this 
point in time. 

*Adapted from Schaefer, E.S. and Bell, R.Q. The Parental Attitude 
Research Instrument. 
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Strongly 
Agree 

ANSWER CARD 

2 3 4 
I I I 

Agree Disagree Strongly 
More Than More Than Disagree 
Disagree Agree 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

There are s~ many things a youngster has to learn in life, that there 
is no excuse for him sitting around with time on his hands. 

A youngster will be grateful later on for strict training. 

A mother should make it her bus1ness to know every,thing the youngsters 
are thinking. 

Youngsters would be happier and better behaved if parents would show 
an interest in their affairs. 

If a mother doesn't go ahead and make rules for the homer the young
sters and husband will get into trouble they don't need to. 

People who think they can get along in marriage without arguments just 
don't know the facts. 

Youngsters should be allowed to disagree with their parents if they feel 
their own ideas are better. 

8. Ono of the worst things about taking care of a home is that a woman 
feels she can't get out. 

9. A good mother should shelter a youngster from life's little difficulties. 

10. If a father doesn't go ahead and make rules for the home, the youngsters 
and wife will get into troubles they don't need to. 

11. Parents should adjust to the youngster some, rather than always expect
ing the youngster to adjust to the parents. 

12. ~:oungsters will get on any woman's nerves if she has to be with them all 
day. 

13. Youngs ters who d,on' t try hard for success will feel they have missed out 
on things later on. 

-92 .. 

14. Strict discipline developes a fine, strong character. 

15. A youngster should never keep a secret from his parents. 

16. Laughing at youngsters' jok~s and telling youngsters jokes make things 
go more smoothly. 

17. Youngsters and husbands do better when the mother is strong. 

l8~ Sometimes it is necessary for a Wife to tell off her husband in order 
to get her rights. 

19. Youngs ters should be encouragttd to tell their parents about it whenever 
they feel family rules are unt't'!ssonabIe . 

20. Having to be with children sll the time gives a woman the feeling her 
wings have been clipped. 

21. A mother should do her best to avoid any disappointment for a youngster. 

22. Youngsters and wives do better when the father is strong enough to 
settle most of the problems. 

23. Parents must earn the respect of their youngsters by the way they act. 

24. Mothers very often feel that they can't stand the youngsters a moment 
longer. 

25. Parents should teach youngsters that the way to get ahead is to keep 
busy and not w.as te time. 

26. Youngsters who are held to firm rulea grow up to be the best adults. 

27. An alert parent should try to learn all about the youngster's thoughts. 
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28. Parents who are interested in hearing about their youngster's parties, 
dates, and fun heip them to grow up right. 

29. A mother has to do the planning because she is the one who knows what 
is going on in the home. 

30. No matter how well a married couple love one another, there are always 
differences which cause irritation and lead to arguments. 

31. A youngster has a right to his own point of view and ought to be allowed 
to express it. 

32. Most young mothers are bothered more by the feeling of being shut up in 
the home than by anything else. 

33. A youngster should be protected from jobs which might be too tiring or 
hard for him. 

34. A father has to do the planning because he 1s the one who knows what is 
going on'in the home. 

35. Youngsters are too often asked to do all the compromising and adjusting, 
and that is not fair. 

36. It's a rare mother who can be sweet and even-tempered with the youngsters 
all day. 

37. Youngsters who are "on the go" all the time will most likely be happy. 

38. Most youngsters should have more discipline than they get. 

39. A mother has a right to know everything going on in a youngster's life 
because that youngster is part of her. 

40. If parents would have fun with their youngsters, youngsters would be more 
apt to take their advice. 
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41. The whole family does fine if the mother puts her shoulders to the 
wheel and takes cbarge of things. 

42. There are some things which just can't be settled by a mild discussion. 

43. A youngstert s ideas should be seriously considered in making family 
decisions. 

44. One of the bad things about raising children is that you aren't free 
enough of the time to do just as you like. 

45. Parents should know better than to allow the youngsters to be exposed 
to difficult situations. 

46. The whole family does fine if the father puts his shoulders to the 
wheel and takes charge of things. 

47. As much as is reasonable, a parent should try to treat a youngster as 
an equal. 

48. Raising children (i.e., youngsters) is a nerve-racking job. 

49. The sooner a youngster learns that a wasted minute is lost forever, 
the better off he will be. 

50. Youngsters are actually happier under strict training. 

51. It is a mother's duty to make Stlre she knows the youngster's innermost 
thoughts. 

52. When you do things together, youngsters feel close to you and can talk 
easier. 

53. A married woman knows that she will have to take the lead in family 
matters. 
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54. It is natural to have quarrels when two people who both have minds 
of their own get married. 

55. When a youngster is in trouble he ought to know that he won't be 
punished for talking about it with his par~nts. 

56. A young mother feels tlhe1d down" because there are lots of things 
she wants to do while she is young. 

57. Youngsters should be kept away from all hard jobs which might be dis
couraging. 

58. A married man knows that he will have to take the lead in family 
matters. 

59. There is no reason parents should have their awn way all of the time, 
anymore than youngsters should have the!! own way all of the time. 

60. It's natural for a mother to ''blow her top" when youngsters are selfish 
and demanding. 
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"IMPORTANCE" QUESTIONNAIRE FOR GROUP HOME PARENTS 

INTRODUCTION 

In this questionnaire, we are trying to get at how important 
or unimportant certain things are to you - particularly in 
relation to youngsters living in your home. We will be asking 
you about 200 questions, most of which can probably be answered 
quite simply and quick.1y. The firs t part of each question 
("How important or unimportant is it to you that .•• ") is the 
same for all questions. As you will see, each item or issue 
will then complete each of the questions. The person giving 
the questionnaire will give you a card with a scale of responses 
numbered 1 through 5. After reading each question, choose the 
response that comes closest to describing how you personally, 
really feel or think at this point in time. Using this scale, 
tell the person who is giving the test the number which 
corresponds to your response, and he will record that number 
on his sheet. Again, we are interested in your personal 
opinions; and as a result, there are no "right" or "wrong" 
answers to these questions. 

A final comment: some questions or items may seem to be similar; 
however, each has its own particular point or emphasis. We have 
tried to group together all of the questions that appear similar 
so that the distinction between questions may be clearer" Feel 
free, on this point or any other, to ask questions that you may 
have as you are going through the questionnaire. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

The Group Home Project 
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How important or unimportant is it to you that .•• 

1 2 3 4 

I I I I 
Very Somewhat Somewhat 

Important Important SO/SO Unimportant 
(of little 
importance) 
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I 
Very 

Unimportant 
(of no im-
portance) 
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HOW IMPORTANT t OR UNIMPORTANT, IS IT TO YOU THAT: 

A. 

1. Youngsters in your home do not drink until they are twenty-one? 

2. Youngsters in your home conform to "cOIlIllon" standards about dress 
(that i~, nothing really radical or really way out)? 

3. Youngsters in your home bring friends home (rather than not bring 
them home)? 

4. Youngsters in your home make their own deciSions (not just in 
minor matters)? 

5. Youngsters in your home have the things a youngster needs to be 
popular (clothes, car, money, etc.)? 

6. Youngs ters in your home do not smoke? 

7. Youngsters in your home do not fight in your home? 

8. Youngstere in your home do not fight away from your home? 

9. Youngsters in your home do not read comic books, movie magazines, 
or reading material that you do not approve of? 

10. Youngsters in your home do not watch T.V. programs or movies or 
go to activities that you do not approve of? 

11. Youngsters in your home stand up for their "rights" (not just 
defending oneself againnt insults, hurt, etc., but standing up 
for things which they might feel they have rightfully earned 
and/or ought to expect)? 

12. Youngsters in your home have a good ",;;i,tl.~i:lnship" record when it 
comes to general work habi,ts, conduct, attitude, responsibility, etc.? 

13. Youngs ters in your home dl') not cheat? 
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HOW IMPORTANT, OR UNIMPORTANT, IS IT TO YOU THAT: 

14. Youngsters in your home look out for themselves ~ if it means 
getting a friend in trouble? 

15. Youngsters in your home legally make a lot of money someday? 

16. Youngsters in your home go out and legally get what they want? 

17. Youngsters in yr.j.ur home do not hang around with kids who are known 
to the police (except other youngstera placed in your home)? 

18. Youngsters in your home do not hang around with kids vho get into 
trouble (whether they are known or not known to the police)? 

19. Youngsters in your home know their own limits, their capacities, 
short-comings or what they are capable of doing and not capable 
of doing? 

20. Youngsters in your home make the most of their ability? 

21. Youngsters in your home be satisfied with what comes their way 
in life? 

22. Youngsters in your home be happy (that is, content, well satisfied 
while they are in your home)? 

23. Youngsters in your h~ prepare for their future (that is, start 
preparing right now)? 

24. Youngsters in your home get farther in life than you have? 

25. Youngsters in your home have a better ttme of things than you did? 

26. Youngsters in your home have the best of everything even if it 
means lOU must sacrifice? 

27. Youngsters in your home be self-sufficient, independent persons? 
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HOW IMPORTANT, OR UNIMPORTANT, IS IT :rp YOtt THAT: 

28. Youngeters in your home be leaders' (in a general sense, ncllt just 
in your home)? 

29. Youngsc@rs in your home either go to sehool or work (that i8, one 
or the other)? 

30. Youngsters in your home have a happy family Ufe of their own someday? 

31. Youngsters in your home mar'rY someone who will help them get ahead 
in the world? 

32. Youngsters in your home have a big job someday? 

33. Youngstero in your home be really good athletes? 

34. Youngsters in your home get along well with other boys ~ your home? 

35. Youngsters in your home get al~ng well uith ~? 

36. Youngsters in your home get along well with girla? 

37. Youngsters in your home get along well with your friends? 

38. Youngsters 1,n your home get along well with your relatives? 

39. Youngsters in your home get along well with adult pe02l~ outside 
of your home? 

40. Young8ter~ in your home make a good impression upon people? 

41. Youngstero in your h~ be able to get people to give them what 
they (the youngs ters) w'an t? 

42. Youngsters in your home get along well with authorities (for exa~le, 
poliee, iIl¥llployers, teaeher, etc.)? 
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ROW IMPORTANT. OR UNIMPORTANT, IS IT TO YOU THAT: 

B. 

43. Youngsters in you:!: home not let other youngs te:t;.! push them around? 

44. Youngst~r8 in your home not let other ~rts push them around? 

45. Youngsters in your home no'l:; be aos,t'Y 'Or hostile. youngsters? 

46. Youngsters in your home be c&mpletely truthful with you? 

47. Youngsters in your home associate only with those youngsters 
you approve of? 

48. Youngsters in your home ask your permission when you feel they 
are supposed to'l 

49. Youngsters in your heme do not go off without permission? 

50. Youngsters in your home be at home most evenings during the week? 

51. Youngsters in your home come home at the time that you tell them to? 
"' 

52. Youngsters in your home let you know where they are going and who 
they are with? 

53. Youngsters in your home let: your spouse know where they are going 
and who they are with? 

54. Youngsters in your home let: other youngsters placed in your home 
know wnl/ire they are going '~nd who they are with? 

55. Youngsters in your home do not abuse equipment and furniture? 

56. Youngsters in your home. fol!s!!. rule! about taking care of property 
that belongs to you or the home (car, furniture, T.V., books, etc.)? 

57. Youngster~ in your home keep their things clean Bnd tidy? 
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. __________________ m_'_ 

ROW IMPORTANT, OR UNIMPORTANT, IS IT TO YOU THAT: 

) 

58. Youngsters in your home keep themselves clean and tidy? 

59. Youngsters in your home take good care of their own things (clothes, 
personal belongings, etc.)? 

60. Youngsters in your home u8~ally have something to do (rather than 
jus t "loafing around")? 

61. Youngsters in your home have responsibilities around the home 
(chores, duties, etc.)? 

62. Youngs ters in your home do IlIOre than ~s t enough work around the h6'mu~? 

63. Youngsters in your home do their home chores willingly? 

64. Youngsters in your home do a chore even though they dislike the chore? 

65. Youngs ters in your home get their chores around the house done 
before going out? 

66. Youngsters in your home get their homework done before going out? 

67. Youngsters in your home have good table manners? 

68. Youngsters in your home do not talk back to you when they are told 
to do something? 

69. Youngsters in your home not use "bad language" or swear in your 
E,resenee? 

70. Youngsters in your home not use "bad language" ~r swear it, teC!. 
presence of your 8POU~? 

71. Youngs ters in your home not use ''bad laoJfjUage" or swear in the 
presence of your own e1!i,ldren? 
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HOW IMPORTANT, OR UNIMPORTANT, IS IT TO YOU THAT: 

c. 

72. Youngsters in your home not use "bad language" or swear in the 
~resence of other youngsters in your home? 

73. Youngsters in your home not use ''bad language" or swear when they 
are away from your h~? 

74. You set definite rules for the youngsters in your home. to follow? 

75. You provide activities (things to do) for youngsters in your home? 

76. You always sive youngsters in your home an explanation for the 
things you tell them to do? 

77. You give advice and information to youngsters in your home? 

78. You show respect for youngsters in your home? 

79. You openly show affection for youngsters in your home? 

80. You keep promises you make to youngsters living in your home? 

81. You Us ten to the opinions of youngs ters in your home? 

82. You set an example for youngsters in your home? 

83. You practice what you preach to youngsters in your home? 

84. You do not shout or raise your voice in your home? 

85. You be with or around the youngsters in your home all or most 'of 
the time (except for their school, job, etc. time)? 

86. You have interests in common with youngsters in your home? 
-104-

HOW IMPORTANT, OR UNIMPORTANT, IS IT TO YOU THAT: 
) 

87. Your spous~ have interests in common with youngsters in. your home? 

88. You expect the same things of youngsters in your home as you expect 
of your own children and family? 

89. ~ have privacy? 

90. You and your spouse (together) have privacy? 

91. You have time to yourself (alone) away from the youngsters in 
your home? 

92. You and your spouse (together) have time to yourselves away from 
the youngsters in your home? 

93. Youngsters in your home get slong well with you? 

94. Youngsters in your home get along well with your spouse? 

95. Youngsters in your home get along well with your own children? 

96. Youngsters in your home get along well with each other? 

97. Youngstera in your home have interests in common with you? 

98. Youngsters in your home have interests in common with your spouse? 

99. There be very little quarreling in your home? 

100. Youngsters in your home do not shout or raise their voice to you? 

101. Youngsters in your home not be rude to you? 

102. Youngsters in your home not be rude to your spouse? 

103. Youngsters in your home not be rude to other youngsters in the home? 
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HOW IMPORTANT, OR UNIMPORTANT, IS IT TO YOU THAT: 

104. Youngsters in your home not be rude to other adults? 

105. Youngsters i~ your home present, defend, or argue their point of 
view with you (rather than just agree even if they do have 
different opinions, feelings, etc.)? 

106. Youngsters in your home be honest with you? 

107. Youngsters in your home keep thl~ promises they make to you? 

108. Youngsters in your home feel that you are treating them fairly? 

109. Y9ungsters in your home agree with you? 

110. Youngsters in your home disagree with you? 

111. Youngsters in your home show you. a lot of respect? 

112. Youngsters in your home show your spouse a lot of respect? 

113. Youngsters in your home show your own children a lot of respect? 

114. Youngsters in your home show other youngsters placed in your home 
a lot of respect? 

115. Youngsters in your home be kind, considerate persons (in general)? 

116. Youngsters in your home show affection to you? 

117. Youngsters in your home show affection to your spouse? 

118. Youngsters in your home show affection to your own children? 

119. Youngsters in your home show affection to other youngsters placed in 
your home? 
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HOW IMPORTANT» OR UNI!{P()RTANT. IS IT TO YOU THAT: 

120. Youngsters in your home bring their problems to you for help? 

( 

121. Youngsters in your home bring their problems to your spouse for help? 

122. Youngsters in your home never engage in any "sex play" of any kind 
with other youngsters placed in yo~r home? 

123. Youngs ters in your home never engage i.n any "sex play" of any kind 
with your O'Im children? 

124. Youngsters in your home get an equal share of things in the home 
(T.V., money, clothes, etc.)? 

125. Youngsters in your home get an equal share of your time, attenlCion, etc? 

126. Youngsters in your home should expect the same "treatment" (rules, 
standards, discipline, expectations, etc.) that you give your ~ 
children and family? 

127. Youngsters in your home should expect the same "treatment" (rules, 
standards, discipline, expectations, etc.) that you give other 
youngsters placed in your home? 

128. Youngsters in your home be able to relax? 

129. Youngsters in your home have "time to klll u (that is, time to do 
whatever they want)? 

130. Youngsters in your horne have privacy? 

131. Youngsters in your home have time away from your home (with their 
own family,on dates, with friends, etc.)? 

132. Youngsters in your home fee.! that they are every bi.t. as good as anyone 
else (that is, that they feel they are seen as a person of worth)? 
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HOW IMPORTANT" OR UNIMPORTANT, IS IT TO YOU '!'HAT: 

D. 

133. Youngsters in your home have interests in common with each other? 

134. Youngsters in your home have interests in common with all other 
youngsters in general? 

135. Youngsters in your home have interests in common with your own 
children? 

136. Youngsters in your home like to do things with lOU? 

137. 

138. 

139. 

, 
Youngsters in your home like to do things with lour spouse? 

Youngsters in your home like to do things with lOU and lour SPOUS! 
,together? 

Youngsters in your home like to do things w~th lOU and your spouse 
and lour own children (all together)? 

140. Youngsters in your home like to do things with other youngsters 
placed in your horne'l 

141. Youngsters in your hoa~ like to do things with lOU and ~aur spOUle, 
lour own children. and ~her youngsters placed in lour home 
(all together)? 

142. Youngsters in your home have dinner with lOU and lour spouse nearly 
every night? 

143. 

144. 

Youngsters in your home have dinner with you and your spouse and 
other loungsters placed in lour home nearly every night? 

Youngsters in your home have dinner with lOU and lour spouse and your 
children and other youngsters placed in your home (all together) 
nearly every night? 
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HOW IMPORTANT, OR UNIMPORTANT, IS IT TO YOU THAT: 

145. Youngsters in your home spend holidays with you and your spouse? 

146. Youngsters in your home spend holid,ays with lOU and lour spouse 
and other youngsters placed :ht lour hom~? . 

147. Youngsters in your hOmd spend holidays with you and lour spouse, 
your own children and other loungsters placed in lour home 
(all together)? 

148. Youngsters in your home do things with ~~ on weekends? 

149. Youngsters in your home do things with ~and your spouse 
on weekends? 

150. 

151. 

Youngsters in your home do things with lOU and~ur spouse and 
lour own children on weekends? 

Youngsters in your home do things with you and yo~_spouse, your 
own children and other youngsters placed in your hom~ on weekends 
(all together)? 

152. You and youngsters in your home be in on problems and try to solv,e 
them together? 

153. You and your spouse and loungsters in lour home be in on problems 
and try to solve them together? 

154. You and lour spouse and lour_own children and youngsters in lour home 
be in on problems and try to solve them together (all together)? 

155. Youngsters in your home talk over things (communication problems, 
activities~ etc.) with lOU? 

156. Youngsters in your home talk over things (communication problems, 
activities, etc.) with lour spouse? 
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HOW IMPORTANT, OR UNIMPORTANT, IS IT TO YOU THAT: 

E. 

157. Youngsters in your home talk over things (communication problems, 
activities, etc.) with l?U and your spouse together? 

158. Youngs ters in your home talk over things (c01ranunication problems, 
activities, etc.) with you and your spouse and other youngsters 
placed in your home? 

159. Youngsters in your home talk over things (communication problems, 
activities, etc.) with you and your spouse, other youngsters 
placed in your home, 8.nd your own children (all together)? 

160. Youngsters in your home get and keep a job (if youngster is of 
working age)? 

Note: In the following questions, answer how you would feel if 
youngsters in your home actually ~ working: 

161. Youngsters in your home remain working on a job even if they 
wanted to quit? 

162. Youngsters in your home work at a job even if they dislike their 
employer? 

163. Youngsters in your home go to a job even if they dislike the work? 

164. 

165. 

Youngsters in your home go to work even if they say they are afraid 
of something or someone (employer, fellow worker, their own abilities, 

Youngsters in your home work hard even on jobs that they don't like 
or are not good at? 

166. Youngsters in your home show enthusiasm and interest in their job? 

167. Youngsters in your home do really good at their job (whatever you 
think good is)'1' 
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HOW IMPORTANT, OR UNIMPORTANT, IS IT TO YOU THAT: 

F. 

168. Youngsters get to work on time? 

169. Youngsters in your home never miss a day of work? 

170. Youngsters in your home go to work even if they say they 
are too tired? 

~: If a question refers to school, answer how you would feel 
if youngsters in your home actually ~re in schoo1,= 

171. Youngsters in your home participate actively in school athletic 
events and sports? 

172. Youngsters in your home participate actively in lath1etic events 
and sports where youngsters arg ~ in school? 

173. Youngsters in your home participate actively in school social events? 

174. Youngsters in your home participate actively in ~chool clubs and/or 
~xtra-eurricul~r activities? 

175. Youngs ters in your home participate ac tively :I.n social events outside 
of your home (dances, parties, etc.)? 

176. Youngs tars in your home participate in some kind of organized activity 
(for example, Boy Scouts, YMCA, etc.) outside of your home? 

177. 

178. 

Youngsters in your home never miss 6~ kind of pre-planned activity 
(recreation, dates, etc.)? 

Youngsters in your home participate well evert in activities 
(recreational) that they do not like or are not good at? 

179. Youngsters in your home attend a recreational sort of activity even 
if they dislike the activity leader? 
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HOW IMPORTANT, OR UNIMPORTANT, IS IT TO YOU THAT: 

G. 

180. Youngsters in your home attend a planned recreational activity 
even if they say they are afraid of something or someone (activity 
leader, tough kid, their abilities, etc.)? 

181. Youngsters in your home go to a p1a~ned recreational activity even 
if they say they are too tired? 

182. Youngsters in your home graduate from high school? 

183. Youngsters in your home become well educated? 

184. Youngsters in your home prepare for a skilled trade (required 
in-service training or apprenticeship)? 

185. Youngsters in your home prepare f~r college? 

186. Youngsters in your home prepare for a profession (that would require 
special college training)? 

187. Youngsters in your home go to and stay in school (considering 
youngsters of school age)? 

Note: 

188. 

189. 

In the following questions answer how you would feel if 
youngsters in your home actually!!!! in school: 

Youngsters in your home remain in school even if they wanted to quit? 

Youngsters in your home do more than just enough work to stay in 
school? 

190. Youngsters in your home work hard even in school subjects they don't 
like or are not good at? 

191. Youngsters in your home get really good grades in school (whatever 
you think good is)? 

-11.2-

HOW IMPORTANT, OR UNIMPORTANT, IS IT TO YOU THAT: 

H. 

192. Youngsters in your home ShOM enthusiasm and interest in school work? 

193. Youngsters in your home never miss a day at school? 

194. Youngsters in your home attend a class even though they dislike 
the subject? 

195. Youngsters in your home attend a class even though they dislike 
the teacher? 

196. Youngsters in your home get to school on time? 

197. Youngsters in your home attend school even if they say they are 
afraid of something or someone (teacher, tough kid, their own 
abilities, etc.)? 

198. Youngsters in your home attend school even if they say they are 
too tired? 

199. Youngsters in your home not let teachers push them around? 

200. Youngsters in your home conform to school standards about dress? 

201. 

Several ques tions on laws ~ t"J.les will now follow. ~ can 
be thought of as prescribed guides for conduct - definite 
expectations people have for one another, or about how to act. 
Laws generally have to do with rules; but rules themselves 
(as used here) are not actual laws: 

Youngsters in your home do not get into any further trouble with 
the law? 

202. Youngsters in your home obey even those laws they think are unfair? 

203. Youngsters in your home obey even those laws which most people 
might ignore? -113-
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HOW IMPORTANT, OR. UNIMPORTANT, IS IT TO YOU THAT: 

1. 

204. Youngstero in your home do not try to get around the law even when 
they think they can get away with it? 

205. Youngsters in your home observe the law even when it means giving 
up a good time? 

206. Youngsters in your home follow curfew laws? 

207. 

208. 

209. 

210. 

Youngsters in your home not be caught breaking rules? 

Youngsters in your home obey even those rules which they think 
are unfair? 

Youngsters in your home obey even those rules in your home that other 
youngsters in your home might feel are unfair? 

Youngsters in your home obey even those rules that most youngsters 
might ignore? 

211. Youngoters in your home obey even those rules in your home that other 
youysters in your home might igno.::e? 

212. Youngsters in your home obey even those ~les in your home that 
might be different from rules in most other homes (whether other 
group homes or not)? 

213. Youngsters in your home obey even those rules that pertain to your own 
family (that is, rules that may be different from or in addition to 
rules that are for youngsters placed in your home)? 
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YOUNGSTER BEHAVIOR INVENtORy1 

This questionnaire lists several characteristics (behavior, attitude, etc.) 
that a youngster might have exhibited, which you might have been aware of. 
There are two parte to the questionnaire. 

We will go through the questionnaire for each youngster who has been in 
your home during the last two month& (all or part of the time). Try, as 
best you can, to consider each youngster's behavior, attitude, etc. only 
during the last two months. 

, 

The person administering the questionnaire will supply you with a scale of 
four-posstb1e responses. For each st~tament choose (from the scale) the 
response tnat best describes the youngster -- describes to what extent 
the statement does or does not apply to htm. 

Give the number of the response that you select to the person administering 
the questionnaire and he will write it down. 

Thank you. 

1 
Group Home Parents Form 
1/67 
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RES~~SE CAF~ FOR YOUNGSTER BEHAVIOR INVENTORY 

1 
I 

Very Much 
Like Him 

(On A 5 X 8!: Card) 

2 

I 
Mostly 

Like Him 
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3 , 
Mostly 

Not Like 
Him 

4 
I 

Very Much 
Not Like 

Him 

I 
1. 

YOUNGSTER BEHAVIOR INVENTORY 

Part I 

Can organize the activities of a group (two or more other youngsters) 
t'o carry out a definite purpose. 

2. Tries to do his share of the work (chores, etc.). 

* 3. Goes" out of his way to do thoughtful things fur others. 

4. Is friendly toward all the youngsters in the home, even the less popular. 

* 5. Quick to involve h.imself in s ituationa where help is needed. 

* 6. Can hardly wait to get started on something that interests him. 

* 7. Can' t wait totell·>others when hahaa something happy or exciting to tell. 

* a.Gives others an opportunity'to express their point of view. 

* 9. Takes' active part in friendly group diQ(:ufJsions with others (two or more 
others) his own age. 

10. Asks thoughtful questions about events or activities relating to the home, 
about current events in general, etc. 

* 11. Talks freely about h~elf -- about what he has done, how he feels, etc. 

12. Will gladly give up something th~t belongs to him (a possession) to another 
youngster who needs it. 

" " Items pt'eceded b)r an * are those whf.ch appear on the "Youngs tar Behavior 
Inventc~ry for Palcole Agents". 
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YOUNGSTER BEHAVIOR INVENTORY 

Part I (continued) 

. * 13. Tries not to do or say things which would hurt others. 

14. Seeltts friendly contact with you or your spouse (group home parent or parents). 

15. The work he does, and the way he does it, is steady and consistent. 

16. Completes his work (chores, etc.), whether someone checks on him or not. 

* 17. Tries to do better on something than he did the last time. 

* 18. Sticks with a job until it's finilhed, even if it is difficult for him. 

* 19. Is not afraid to try to do new things. 

* 20. Appears to trust (to have confidence) in his own abilities. 

21. Develops more original ideas or 80lutio~s than other.youngsters in the home. 

* 22. Listens carefully when a question is asked, so that it doesn't have to 
be repeated. 

* 23. Laughs and smiles easily and spontaneously. 

* 24. Seems to enjoy almost anything he is doing. 
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YOUNGSTER BEHAVIOR INVENTORY 

PART II 

1. Often sits and star~9 blankly when he should be working (fo~ example, on 
chores or homework). 

* 2. Questions which lire asked of him must often be repeatl!d for him -- as 
though his thoughts are elsewhere. 

* 3. Is sleepy-~'king; rarely ~ alert. 

4. Often acts llCIW or tired (even whelll there is no task to do); he often seems 
to "drag" through the day. 

5. Frequently dloes not function effectively (when there is • task to do) 
because of ftltigue or sleepiness. 

* 6. Is quickly distracted by things which are going on around him. 

* 7. Is easily excited or agitated by stressful situations (whatever you think 
might be stressful to a "typical" adolescent). 

* 8. Bites his nails, chews pencils, makes tapping noises or has other 
nervous habits. 

* 9. Startles easUy and/or is overly responsive to unexpected noises or 
interrupt:ionls. 

* 10. Acts on th~ spur of the moment without thinking things over. 

11. Pic!ks on or threatens other youngs ters in the home. 

* 12. Says things llike, ''You want to make something of it?"; "Try and make me"; 
"1'11 fix yotl for that". 
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13. Hsa little respect or consideration for the rights or property of other 
youngsters, adults, or children in the home. 

14. Damages or mars furniture, equipment, or the building. 

IS. Handles the group home's property (possessions) roughly and carelessly 
(may not damage or mar it). 

* 16. Uses any means, right or wrong, to try to get what he wants. 

* 17. Is a poor loser. 

* 18. 

" 19. 

* 20. 

*21. 

* 22. 

Is easily upset if other youngsters and/or adults dis~pprove of something 
he has done. 

can't take a bit of teasing in stride. 

Gets annoyed by trivial things. 

Gets angry quickly when other youngsters and/or adults do not agree with 
his opinion. 

Is inclined to flare up if other youngsters reproach or tease him. 

* 23. Seems on gu~ for fear that other youngsters and/or adults will take 
advantage of him. 

24. Thinks that you or your spouse (group home parents), or other youngsters 
in the home, have it in for him. 

* 25. Makes cruel, spiteful or critical remarks to other youngsters. 

* 26. Laughs at the mistakes ~f other youngsters. 

* 27. Ridicules and mocks other youngsters in an attempt to out-do them. 

28. Often bosses other youngsters around. 
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* 29. 

* 30. 

*31. 

* 32. 

Often insists that ~ way of doing something is better. 

\ 
Tries to have his own way without much consideration for other youngsters. 

Tries to always be "the one" to do something, or "the one" who is 
singled out in some way. 

Tries to get the attention of other youngsters and/or adults by asking 
unnecessary questions, making irrelevant remarks, etc. 

* 33. Tells exaggerated stories about his skills, abilities, or achievements. 

* 34. Tries to get other youngsters and/or adults to notice him by means of 
grimaces, body movements or inappropriate actions. 

* 35. Takes it very seriously if the least little thing goes wrong. 

* 36. Talks more than other youngsters about being concerned with his health, 
or about being concerned that he might get sick, catch cold, etc. 

* 37. Continues to worry about earlier embarrassing or humiliating experiences. 

* 38. Remains angry for a long time after a little guarrel. 

* 39. Sulks when he is not given his own way. 

40. With alm.oat anything that you (group home parent) say to him, he takes 
the other side. 

41. Makes an issue over who is to be allowed to go !!!!!, or who is to be 
the first to get something. 

* 42. Argues and won't accept a ''no'', when he is told not to do something. 

43. Picks petty quarrels with other youngsters in the home. 

44. Doesn't guiet down when he is expected to do so -- as, for example, when other 
youngsters who are present are asked (by group home parent) to pay attention. 
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* 45. Breaks rules when he is not watched. 

46. Stops working (on chores, etc.) when he thinks he won't get caught. 

47. Begins discussions with other youngsters ~t the same time you or your 
spouse (group home parents) are talking (for example, he distracts from 
or disrupts on-going conversations). 

48. Continues talking when it is time for him and/or other youngsters to 
settle down and get to work (for example, on chores or homework). 

* 49. Frequently lets other youngsters boss him around. 

* 50. Lets other youngsters get away with putting him in a bad light, or 
with blaming things on him. 

* 51. Relics on other youngsters and/or adults to organize activities for him. 

* 52. Asks for help whether or not he needs it. 

* 53. Sticks to old ways of doing thing; hates to make changes. 

* 54. Thinks he can't do anything very well. 

* 55. Expects that other youngsters and/or adults won't think much of him. 

* 56. Responds to frustration or disappoint.ment by becoming depressed and by withdrawing. 

57. Spirits seem "low", even when other youngsters around him are peppy. 

* 58. Shows little change in outward expression when someone is nice to him. 

* 59. Doesn't seem to get very excited or glad when special events come up -- for 
example, a chance to go on trips (visits), to go to the movies, etc. 

60. Shows little interest in what other youngsters are doing, and has to be 
prodded into thinking and participating. 

"I 
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I 

61. Tends to withdraw and isolate himself~ even when he is supposed to be working with I •• 
a group of other youngsters (for example, on chores or on a project). '. 
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GROUP HOME INTAKE DATA SHEET 

Date ------
Office -------

Screened By ------
HUSBAND 

Last Name First Middle 8irthdate Birthplace 

Education -, CII Clearance -----------------
!!ill 

Maiden Name First Middle Birthdate Birthplace 

Educati.on CII Clearance ____________________ _ 

. 
ADDRESS ___________________________________________________ , Telephone __________ _ 

Previous Address Dates of Occupancy -------------
Race , Religion ____________ , Participation? _______________ __ 

Marital Status: Years Previous Marriages: 

Others in Home ---------------------------------------------------------

HOUSING Own Rent Buying 

Type of Dwe11 ing ___________________________ , No. of RooInS ____ __ 

State of Repair ___________________ ~ ____________________________ __ 

Neighborhood ___________________ ~ _______________________ __ 

Will Accept: Sex, ____________ , Ages ___________ _ , Race 

HEALTH Present 
Mr. _________________ _ 

Mrs. 

Mrs. l -Past Mr. _________________ , 

Mental Illness: Mr. Mrs. ----------------- -
EMPLOYMENT Husband, where7 ____ _ How long? 

Wife, where 7 ____________________ . _______ __ How long? 

INCOME 

Prior group home or foster ,home experience? _______ , _____________________ __ 

Previous Licenses: 

Comments: 

, I 
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GROUP HOME REGISTER 

Office "-----
Ass igned Agent. ____ _ 

Supervisor _____ _ 

Office Phone 
Ward's -----
Name _______________________________ , yA# _________ , BD _____________ _ 

u , Comm.Co. ___ _ 

Name of Parent 
or Guardian .--------------------------
Brothers & Sisters BD or Age 

Address Telephone 

Address Telephone 

------,"-

Emergency Information 

Person to be called in emergency: ----------------------------------------------
Address -----------------------------------

Telephone (Home) __________ _ (Work) ____ ___ 

Physician to be called in emergency: ---------
Address ---------------------------------

(Exch) __ _ Telephone (Office) -------
Physical or health problems: --------------------------------------------------
Special needs (dietary, other): -------------------------------------------------
Comments (special instructions to managers): 

====~~=======~=================================== 

Signature of Placing Agent: _____________________________________ _ 

Date of Placement: _____________________________________________ ___ 

Signature of Removing Agent: -------------------------------
Date of Removal: --------------------------------------------
New Placement Address: ---------------------------------
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I WARD PLACEMENT EVALUATION Date ___________ ___ 

Office. ______ _ 
Agent ___________ __ 

Pre-Release ___________ _ 

Post-Release ____________ _ 

WARD. ____________________ yA# ________ I-LEVEL. _____ _ 

AGE _____ --.;PRESENT PLACEMENT. __________ _ 

1. 

2. 

Is there any doubt where ward should be placed? 

a) If yes, what? reasons? 

b) If no, describe placement, how, why appropriate: 

c) Do SPA and PA agree on above?* If no, how differ, why? 

In space No.1 indicate ~ or !2 to each of the following as possible alternatives 
to present placement: 
Foster Home 1) ___ 2) ____ 3) ____ 

Own Home 1) _____ 2)_____ 3) ____ 

Independent Placement 
Temporary Communi ty Care 

Group Home 1) ___ 2) ___ 3) ____ 4)____ Institution 

Relative 1) _____ 2) _____ 3) _____ Other 

1)_2)_3)_ 

1)_2)_3)_ 

1)_2)_ 3)_ 

1)_2)_3)_ 

In space No, 2 rate each according to (a) Very Seriously Considered, (b) Somewhat 
Seriously Considered. 

In space No. 3 rate each according to (a) Not At All Appropriate, (b) Somewhat Appro
priate, (c) Very Appropriate, if it is believed ward should not remain in present 
placement. 

Which of the above i,s ~ appropriate? Why? 

Which of the above is least appropriate? Why? 

3. In space No. 4, gro~p home only, indicate most ~eP.ropriate Home Type, I, II, III, IV, V. 

(2-68) 

*Supervising Parole Agent • • • and Parole Agent 
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llETURN TO: 
Coordinator, Group Home Project 
3526 Fifth Avenue 
Sacramento, California 95817 

Name en r{Afl (2) 
1 

Last First Initial 17 

-
-

I 
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N 
0\ 
I . 

" __ ~~", _,._~~" ____ " ._.~"_e-'",~ __ 

GROUP HOME ATTENDANCE REPORT 

DAY OF MONTH (3 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
13 14 
29 30 

....... -.. ~: ~--':--'-.: 

Name ________________________________ ___ 

Ciry ____________________ _ 

Month 
~--------------------------

DAYS THIS DAYS THIS NO. OF TIMES 
15 16 MONTH PLACEMENT IN PROGRAM 
31 (4) (5) (6) 

WI/; 

Wl~ , 

'I///-

VIZ 

f:7h 

:l'lh 

W~ 

.J/1lL 
___________ Total Ward Days 

This Month 

INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Using the scale below, enter in Column 3 the appropriate code (A, B, C or -) for each ward's status for each day of the 

month. 
A = Ward in home during day and night. 
B a Ward in home during day, but did not sleep at home. 
C = Ward in home to sleep, but not there during day. 
- = Ward absent during day and night. 

2. In Column 4 enter number of days ward was in residence during current month. Count day of arrival; do not count day of 
departure. 

3. Do not complete Columns 5 and 6. 

COMMENTS: (Note any attendance patterns that are not covered by the above codes.) 

~~1 ,,; 'is • hii ec~ 

I .... 
N ..... 
I 

Home: ________________________________ ___ 

, , 
'.:: 

Ward 
CLOTHING INCIDENTALS 

Item 'Amount Item Amount 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21e 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

TOTALS . 
BUDGETED 

~ ... -.---

GROUP HOME ACCOUNTING: Month: ________________ __ 

WARD EXPENSES 

Ward 
CLOTHING CLOTHING INCIDENTALq 

Item Amount Amount Item Amount Item Amount 

. 
-

-

. 

~ 
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Account 
With: 

A) 

B) 

C) 

D) 

E) 
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(7) 
TIME PAYMENT (OR CHARGE) ACCOUNTS 

Amt. Of Account 
Date Item Purchase Ba1ance* 

· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· · 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· · 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· · -
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· · 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 

! · I · · 
TOTALS 

BUDGETED 

.. - ~- '-" 
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C~OUP HOME ACCOUNTING: 
HOME COSTS 

(8) i 
MILEAGE COMMENTS -Payment i 

Date Amount Date Mil~L l. How adequate or inadequate has the State's 
1 .- payment been this month for operating your 
2 home and maintaining the youngsters? 
3 
4 
5 

· 6 . 
7 
8 
9 2. List (with estimated cost) anything that 

10 could not h~ done or bought because of a 
11 lack uf funds. 

· 12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

· 18 
19 3. List (with estimated cost) any extra or 
20 unusual expenses coming up infue near 
21 future. 
22 
2~ 

· 24 
25 
26 4. Other Conments: 
27 
28 
29 . 
30 

· 31 
• ~?ta1 i1es 
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